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Vandals strike: 
Graffiti ·may be gang related 
Ed Klein 
News Ed itor 
Spray-painted graffi ti greeted 
members of the campus commu-
nity last Thursday morning. 
Using blue and whi te spray 
paint, an individualorgroup van-
dalized several exterior doors on 
Murphy and Dolan Halls, trash 
receptacles near Kellar Commons, 
the front steps of St. Francis 
Chapel and a decorative rock in 
from of the chapel. 
A pr ivate clea ning firm re-
paired the damage Sunday. 
The cleaning bill amounted to 
several hundred dollars, accord-
ing to jerry Custer, direc tor of 
physical plant. 
Dean of Students Patrick 
Rom balski, and Campus Security 
arecurreml y investigating the in-
cident. 
Said Lieutenant Williams of 
the University Heights Police De-
partment, the markings may sig-
nify gang involvement. 
The markings on the north en-
tra nce of Dolan Hall show three 
signs o[ gang insignia. In the up-
per left corner is the message 
"XTCY," which Williams believed 
may represent the drug Ecstasy. 
In the middle of the door is an 
atypical marking for the Cleve-
land neighborhood of East !20th 
street. 
According to Williams, this is 
significant because graffiti artists 
use this symbol when they leave 
their usual neighborhood. 
The bottom portion of the graf-
fiti is the artist's signature, or "tag." 
Williams said that the mark-
ingson the Washington Boulevard 
emranceofMurphyHall were not 
gang related. 
"There may be sexual symbol-
ism," on the door, he added. 
"There shouldn't be much con· 
cern unless it keeps appearing," 
Williams said. 
The m clde nt, he a·dded , is 
deemed crim inally damaging, 
andcarriesafineand possible pro-
bation time. 
"There is little current gang 
activi ty [i n University Heights]," 
On the fast track 
Erin Biehle will/eave JCU and a successful 
basketball career for dental school this fall 
Brian Murphy 
Sports Editor 
Examinations always 
will remain a part of Erin 
Biehle's life. Butaftergradu-
ating fro m school, instead 
of taking them, she will be 
giving them. 
Biehle , a three-year 
member of the john Carroll 
University women's basket-
ball team, will enter dental 
school in September. She 
will do so after only three 
years at JCU, and without 
an undergraduate degree. In 
doing so, she has decided to 
end her basketball career a 
year early. 
Biehle, 20, from Cincin· 
nati , has mixed feelings 
about the situation. "On one hand, I've had such a great experi-
ence atjohn Carroll with basketball and all the great friendships 
I've made," she said. "I have so many great memories and, in a way, 
it's disappointing knowing that you're going to miss out on a 
whole year of that.' 
"But on the other hand, If eel this is such a phenomenal oppor-
tunity, to start a year early. I think I'm ready to move on to this 
new phase of my life." 
Biehle, a biology /pre-med major with a 3.9 grade point aver-
age, has progressed to this next phase slightly faster than antici-
pated because of JCU's senior year in absentia program that she 
learned of last spring. The program will ~. !low her to take in 
dental school the final two courses that she needs for her under-
graduate degree, and then transfer them back to JCU to complete 
her undergraduate work. 
It is an odd, and rare, situation. Technically, Biehle will not 
see BIEHLE page 9 
Williams said. 
According to Tom Reilley, di-
rector of auxiliary plant services, 
the paint on the graffiti matched 
that used on the Pacelli Lion, 
which fraternities and soroties 
traditionally spray pain t as a 
pledging activity. "They weren't 
too bright, they used the same 
paint," Reilley said. 
The Greek letters representing 
the f raternityof Iota Beta Gamma 
were the last to be pai nted on the 
Lion before last Thursd ay. 
Rombalski questioned the f rater-
niryregardingtheincident. They 
denied any involvement. 
Iota Beta Gamma declined to 
comment for this article. 
"We don't have any proof," as to 
who is responsible, said 
Rombalski. 
He mentioned that the paint 
cans may have been lyi ng around 
after the fraternity paiDt~ the 
Lion, and later used by the per-
sons involved in the graffiti inci-
dent. Authorit ies question whether a gang or an individual painted the 
north entrance of Dolan Hall 
Seven students cited at CV's 
Tom O'Konowltz 
Editor-in-Chief 
South Euclid Police cited seven female students 
Thursday night for underage drinking at CV's Bar 
and Grille on Mayfield Road. 
Undercover officers in the bar witnessed the 
women purchase alcoholic beverages at the bar with-
out being checked for proper identification, accord-
ing to Chief of Police Tom Lucha. They were then 
cited for underage drinking and given a March 12 
court date in the South Euclid Municipal Court to 
respond to the charges. 
"We calculated that 80 percent of the people in 
the bar were between 18 and 21, but we could only 
identify seven as consuming alcohol underage," 
Lucha said. 
He said that his station has received numerous 
calls about underage drinking in the taverns along 
Mayfield, and responded by placing undercover of-
ficers in some of those establishments. Previously 
the department had visited the taverns on various 
occasions, and believed that some of the patrons were 
of questionable age, but could not prove that they 
were actually drinking underage, Lucha said. 
A bartender at CV's was also cited for serving 
alcohol to underage patrons, according to Lucha. He 
said that the report will be forwarded to the Liquor 
Control Department of Ohio, which will determine 
if it should sanction the liquor license-holder. In 
such cases, the license holder could be cited and 
potentially fined or shut down for various lengths of 
time, according to Nancy Cunningham, a represen-
tative of the Liquor Control Department of Ohio. 
CV's was cited for a violation by the board in the 
past, according to Lucha. 
He added that he will continue to cite those who 
drink underage in South Euclid, and has already met 
with tavern owners to discuss the problem with them. 
"There is a great deal of underage drinking going 
on in this area by college students," Lucha said. "We 
are goingtocontinuetokeepaneyeon those bars that 
cater to this age range." 
Underground newspaper surfaces 
Jill M. Jasinski 
Staff Reporter 
For the first time in five years, 
members of thejoh n Carroll com-
munity can read and express their 
opinions in an alternative cam-
pus publication, The Carroll Voice. 
According to Lisa Heckman, 
direct-or of student activities, the 
last underground paper on cam-
pus. was not very successful or 
truthful and did not last long. 
But the creator of The Carroll 
Voice , Marcjarmosevich,does not 
want this pubhcation to be an 
underground paper. "There are 
negative connotations with un-
derground papers. We want to be 
very much above ground," he said. 
The idea for The Carroll Voice 
was bornoutof frustration. "1 was 
frustrated -with the lack of voic-
ing of opinion at john Carroll. l 
want this to be a way for students 
to get ideas out there and start 
thinking," jarmosevich said 
The publication does not re-
ceive any university funding. In 
fact, the first issue of The Carroll 
Voice was created by jarmosevich 
on his home com purer, then taken 
to Kinkos. The 2,000 copies made 
there were paid for by Jarmosevich 
himself. 
feedback and interest from people 
wanting to submit pieces for fu-
ture editions. !merest is vital to 
keeping The Carroll Voice alive, 
accordingtojarmosevich, because 
there is no set staff of writers and 
the frequency with which the pa-
per will be circulated depends on 
the amount of submissions re-
ceived. 
For now he hopes the paper wi 11 
be available bi-weekly. 
The cost of the next edition, 
scheduled for circulation on 
March 9, will not fall entirely on 
jarmosevich. He has received ad-
Since the first edition, venisingcommitmentsfromsev-
jarmosevich received positive see PAPER page 2 
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News Briefs 
Social responsibility job fair March 23 
A job fair for careers for social responsibility will be held on 
Monday, March 23 from 7- 9 p.m. in the Recplex Intramural Gym. 
More than 50 employers will be available to dtscuss internship, 
v~lunteer, professional, and sum mer opportunities. Employers 
wtll represent human services, museums, healthcare, arts, envi-
ronmental agencies, historical societies, and federal, srate, and 
local governments. All students are welcome to attend. 
Job opening in Internal Affairs 
The Director oilnternaf'AffaJrs is h1ring for the 6th execUtiVe 
posttion m charge of directorship of Safe Rides, and events such as 
Parents Weekend and Big Brother/Big Sisters. Applications are 
availableon the Student Union door,andaredue by Friday, Feb. 27 .. 
Vatican an comes to Cleveland 
The Vatican Treasures is now being displayed at the Cleveland 
Museum of An. Featuring p1ecesof EarlyChnstian, Renaissance, 
and Baroque art from the Papal Collections, the Cleveland-only 
exhibition was brought to the Cleveland M~um of Art to cel-
ebrate the sesquiccnrennial anniversary of the develand Catholic · 
Diocese. 
Anthony Pilla, bishop of the Diocese of Cleveland, observed, 
'Art and religion have been greatly entwined.' 
The exhibit begins with theCrossofjustin II (the Crux Vaticana) 
which holds two pieces of jesus' cross which are placed to form a 
small cross. lr is considered to be the most important piece of an 
in the Treasury of St. Peters 'Basilica. 
Dlane DeGrazia, chief curator, said, "This extraordinary object 
is crossing the Atlantic for the first time for this show." 
Some other points include reliquary cases, a hand written letter 
from Michaelangelo, imricately be.a utiful111anuscriptsof a missal, 
hymnal, achoirrule book,andsculpturesof Gian Lorenzo Bernini. 
The final piece, Carvaggio's 'Entombment of Christ', features 
life-like figures of the burial of jesus with realism. 
Vatican Treasures Is open Tuesdays through Sundays. Admis-
sion is $7 on weekdays, $10 on weekends, with discounts available 
for seniors, students, children and groups. Visitors can rent re-
corded audio tours, hosted by Robert P. Bergman, for $4. 
News briefs were compiled by Clare Taft,NewsEdit.orand]ustin 
Rogers, Staff Reporter. 
Please. submit newsbriefs by Monday to the Carroll News 
PAPER 
continued from page 1 
eral area merchants. 
The biggest challenge for The 
Carro !I Voice is distribution. The 
first edition was delivered to sev-
eral residence halls and left in 
lounges around campus. "I am 
concerned about how to get the 
papertocommutersand ldid not 
want to run the risk of people get-
ring mad about something in the 
paper and then start throwing big 
piles of it away. lcan'tafford that ," 
jarmosevich said. 
Plans for thefuture of The Car-
roll Voice include trying to incor-
porate other area universities in 
ordertocreatea "Collegiate Voice." 
Butjarmosevich admits that is a 
long way down the road. "It has to 
catch on here first," he said. 
Have a news worthy tidbit? Submit Newsbriefs 
are needed each week in 1he Carroll News. 
- fast-Sun • IC 
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He·s FITTS-tastic 
Ed Klein 
News Editor 
It is a story that would make 
Horatio Alger proud. Marriott 
Food Services at John Carroll 
University last week an 
nounced the promotion of 
George Fitts. 
Fitts, who began as a pot 
washer with the Saga Corpo-
ration, was named to the posi-
tion of production manager. 
Beginning in October, 1982, 
at Cuyahoga Community Col-
lege, Futs was transferred to 
Marriott and JCU, in 1987, 
when Saga went bankrupt. 
After working as a pot 
washer, Fitts became a cook, 
and later a kitchen supervisor. 
A graduate of james 
Ford Rhodes High 
School, Fitts is a father 
of two . 
"They (his children! 
are concerned with how 
much time l wd I be able 
to spend with them," 
said Fitts. "I've always 
been the type of person 
to stick to what I do, 
though." 
He added his reasons 
for entering the food ser-
vice industry, "I wanted 
to try something differ-
em and learn more." 
After ten years with 
Marriott, Fitts feels that 
he "can set an example 
George Fitts 
of what you can achieve when you work 
well." 
Marty Ponikvar, production manager, 
added that "we[Marriott staff] are all very 
proud of George (Fittsl." 
Cut a rug at the Dance Marathon 
Kathleen Davis 
Staff Reporter 
This is not the average four 
hour formal at the Sheraton, get 
ready to cut the rugfor26straight 
hours, because the Dance Mara-
thon is back! 
The Student Union is sponsor-
ing the 26 hour event to raise 
money for Catholic Charities. 
According to co-chair, senior 
Katie Pusateri, all money raised 
for the event will go towards 
CampCorde in Parma, which aids 
children with disabilities. The 
camp will use the money.to build 
a wheelchair accessible ramp. 
Participation in the Dance 
Marathon costs fi( ty dollars. Par-
ticipants are encouraged to raise 
moneythroughsponsorshipfrom 
outside sources, such as parents, 
friends, and professors. 
The Dance Marathon will t~ke 
place from 7 p.m., Friday, Mar. 28, 
through 9 p.m., Saturday, Mar. 29. 
The Dance Marathon includes 
various formats of music. Along 
with a DJ, participants will dance 
tothemusicoflocal bands Garage 
Sale America, Johnny Vega, and 
Tender Blindspot. 
There will be several different 
themes throughout the night. Ac-
cording to Pusateri, participants 
will be encouraged to wear cos-
tumes to fit the various themes. 
Individuals will be permitted 
breaks throughout the night. "We 
don't expect people to be jammin' 
all night," said Pusateri. 
Individuals not participating 
in the actual dancing, are encour-
aged tocomeand watch fora mini-
mal donation. There will be a 
happy hour, and campus organi-
zations are encouraged to sponsor 
a booth. 
lisa Heckman, director of stu-
dent activities, first organized the 
Dance Marathon ten years ago. 
"I found the Dance Marathon a 
great way to bring the commu-
nit y,faculty, and students together 
for service," said Heckman. 
Signups will continue during 
the week of Mar. 9 to 13. 
Internship available to JCU students 
Meg Wolchko 
Staff Reporter 
One of the nation's largest 
health insurance companies, 
Northwest Mutual Life wants 
John Carroll University students, 
and not because you did not pay 
last month's premium. 
NorthwestMutualLife,ranked 
as one of the top ten internships 
in the U.S. by "The Princeton Re-
view," is currently scoutingJCU 
students for paid spring and sum-
mer io.ternships. 
"The reputation thatJCU has, 
particularly in business educa-
tion, makes it a logical step for the 
development of our program," 
said Greg Clement, College Unit 
Director for Northwest Mutual 
Life's Cleveland branch. 
The insurance company re-
cently visited JCU for the Busi-
ness Career Fair looking for in-
ternship applicants. "The ideal 
applicant must be a professional, 
business minded self -starter," said 
Emily DeMaria,assistant toCiem-
LIVE SWING IN 
THE BASEMENT OF 
ent, "The applicant should be 
someone who is able to complete 
tasks on a daily basis, and above 
all is a people person." 
. According to Northwest Mu-
tual Life'sstatistics, on average the 
typical intern at the company 
earns $10 to $15 per hour. 
Anyone interested can submit 
a one page standard resume with 
both home and school addresses 
to Northwest Mutual Life's Cleve-
land branch or contact Clement 
at 241-5840. 
T~ & WEnNESfl.c\Y: $175 DoMESTIC BoTILES 
THURSDAY: $175 DoMESTIC BOTTLES AND 15¢ WINGS 
GuiNNESS PINT SPECIALS 
FrunAY: ..em S'JtJ'JN;- THE SWAGGER KINGS 
In the Basement of Pizzazz off Fairmont Circle 
'<; \S '1\~ )~C. 206&) N Park Blvd. • University Heights • 321-1272 • www.piz.zazzpizza.oom 
Featuring lnl·umparahll' Pizza&: Pasta. Sl'nsational 
S a I a d s . . \ p p e t i 1 c r s a n d I t a I i a n S p l'l' i a I t i l' s . 
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U.N. and Hussein reach agreement 
President Clinton gives conditional approval 
Shane Subler 
Staff Reporter 
President Climon gave hiscon-
ditionalapproval to an agreement 
made between Iraqi Deputy Prime 
Minister Tariq Aziz and United 
Nations Secretary-General Kofi 
Annan on Monday. 
The deal appears to tempo-
rarily end the threat of a possible 
military attack against Iraq led by 
the United Stares. 
The agreement, signed Sunday 
between Aziz and Annan, report-
edly allows U.N. inspectors com-
plete access to suspected Iraqi 
weapons sites. 
Iraqi officials previo.usly de-
nied the inspectors access to sev-
eral presidential palaces. This is 
in violation of U.N. resolutions 
made following the Persian Gulf 
War in 1991. 
As CNN reponed , the resolu-
tions allowed U.N. inspectors un-
restricted access to any suspected 
weapons sites until it is assured 
that Iraq no longer possesses 
weapons of mass destruction. 
Annan expressed both confi-
dence and praise for the recent U.N. 
agreement. 
In a recent interview with CNN 
reporters, Annan stated, "!The 
agreement] sticks to the spirit, the 
letter, and the intent, and conforms 
to the U.N. resolutions, in my judg-
ment." 
Annan also called the agree-
ment "very balanced." 
The Iraqis "engaged (with me] 
constructively and responsibly," 
Annan said. 
ln a news conference with 
Annan, following the signing of 
the agreement, Aziz also sounded 
confident in the agreement. 
"We highly appreciate the na-
ture of the discussions we had," 
Azizstated, "We are going to work 
together in good faith and in full 
cooperation" 
Despite his optimism, Aziz 
wanted to make it clear that Iraq 
was not intimidated by the threat 
of a US. military attack. 
"What helped in reaching this 
agreement between the Secretary-
General, my president, and the 
Iraqi government is the goodwill 
Annan brought with him ... notthe 
policy of saber-rattling," Aziz 
stared. 
Iraqis hailed the agreement as 
a victory over the U.S. Iraq's state-
controlled television and newspa-
pers praised Hussein for standing 
up to the United States despite the 
threat of a military strike. 
The state-owned newspaper 
Babel printed that the agreement 
was a defeat for"theAmerican law 
of the JUngle." 
Many Iraqi citizens hope the 
agreement is an indication that 
U.N. imposed economic sanctions, 
which have crippled the Iraqi 
economy since the Persian Gulf 
War, will be lifted . 
With the exception of Britain , 
most other major world powers 
declared they would not support a 
U.S.-Ied attack on Iraq. 
Russian President Boris Yeltsin, 
one of the staunchest opponents 
of the use of force against Iraq, ex-
pressed optimism in comments 
made Monday to Russia's TASS 
news agency. 
A Chinese Foreign Ministry 
spokesperson also told reporters, 
"V.le hope this agreement will dis-
perse the war cloud gathering over 
the Gulf region.' 
U.S. leaders, however, appeared 
less optimistic. 
In a news conference on Mon-
day, President Clinton said future 
action would depend on Iraqi com-
pliance with the terms of the 
agreement. 
As to the chances of the Iraqis 
unconditional!j complying with 
theresolutions,Clintoncalled this 
"a big if." 
Some members of Congress 
were even more skeptical. Con-
necticut senator Joseph 
Lieberman commented to CNN, 
iHusseinl is not somebody you 
would feel comfortable entering 
into a contract with.' 
Pennsylvania senator Arlen 
Specter stated, "[Hussein] does not 
keephisword. That'swhytheonly 
ultimate answer is to remove him 
from power." 
According toCNN, Spectersu p-
ported a resolution calling for a 
trial against Sadda m for potential 
war crimes. Specter stated that he 
plans to once again support this 
type of resolution. 
During an interview o~ Head-
line News Monday, Army Major-
General Perry Smith stated that 
nothing but 100 percent compli-
ance with the agreement by 
Hussein will be acceptable to the 
United States. 
lf Hussein once again begins to 
deny access to U.N. inspectors, 
Smith suggested a military strike 
will soon follow. 
In order to ensure that Hussein 
is still aware of this threat, Clinton 
also stated in the Monday press 
confere~ce that there are no plans 
to decrease the size of the current 
US. military pr esence in the 
Middle East. 
Currently 28,000 US. troops 
and 20 warships are in the Persian 
Gulf region. 
Court lets Ruby Ridge ruling stand 
Sara E. Buss 
World News Editor 
The U.S. Supreme Court re-
f used Monday to review a court 
case which would grant immu-
nity to federal agents involved 
in the Ruby Ridge, ldaho,seige. 
This allowed a civil case to 
proceed against federal agents 
involved in the 1992 incident. 
This cleared the way for 
Kevin Harris to sue l3 federal 
agents, according to Reuters 
news service. 
The incident began on Aug. 
21, 1992, when FBI agents at-
tempted to arrest Randy 
Weaver, a white separatist, for 
minor weapons charges, ac-
cording to UP! reports. 
A shoot-out ensued after an 
agent shot and killed Weaver's 
CONOHATLILATIONS 
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Heidi Freytag 
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dog while attempting to serve the 
warrant. 
Samuel Weaver, Weaver's 14-
year-old son, and one agent were 
killed, reported Reuters. 
Agents shot and killed Weaver's 
wife on Aug. 22, wounding Harris 
and Weaver, according to the 
Washington Post. 
After Harris and Weaver were 
acquitted for the assa ultof federa I 
agents, Harris rried to sue the 
agents involved. 
Harris alleged his Fourth 
Amendment right of unreason-
able seizure was violated by the 
agents, according to Reuters. 
Harris, claiming he fired shots 
only in self defense, also charged 
the agents conspired to lie about 
his behavior during the siege, 
Reuters reported. 
The Graduate 
Program in 
Healtb Sel'\ices 
Administration 
Harris believes the federal 
agents conspired to implicate 
him as the initiator after the 
shootings, according to Reuters. 
Harris told Reuters report-
ers these alleged lies led to his 
arrest and prosecution for his 
role in Ruby Ridge. 
The federal agents said they 
should be immune from suits 
such as Harris'. 
Agents JUStified the shoot~ 
ing at Harris and Weaver be-
cause they believed the men 
were shooting at a government 
helicopter, reported UP!. 
Agents further allege that 
under the FBI's special rules of 
engagement, which went into 
effect during the standoff, 
agents were permitted to shoot 
and kill any armed adult male. 
Explore opporlwlitics for ht•alth care leadership. 
lnrormatlon Sessions are oiTcrrd to help you dif;l'O\ cr more 
alloul an ~IIISA. our Full-lime <Jnd t~\rning Pmgrams. and 
carerr opportunili<•s in hl'alth care marwgcmrnl. 
\londa). March !l 
6:00-7:30 p.m. 
~oom 1fl7. Cohen Ccntrr. 
\<tlirr lni\rrsil~ Campus 
\\f'dnf'sda). \pl'il I 
6:00- 7 30 p.m. 
~oom 187. Cohrn C!'lll<'r. 
\a' ier I niH·rsit~ Campus 
For reser\'alions and inf'ormalion. call 313-H:i-1912 
01' 1-800-3'-l·t-4698 C\'t 1912. 
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Starr upset by attacks on his staff 
?pe:ial Prosecuter Kenneth Starr issued yet another subpoena 
m htscaseagamst Pres1dentClintonon Tuesday. Starr, upset by 
the circulation of unfavorable informationabout key members 
of his staff, ordered Clinton communications adviser Si.dney 
Blumenthal and private investigator Terry Lenzer to appear 
before the grand jury to answer questions about the anti-
prosecution sentiments circulating through Washington by 
Chmon suppo!ters. Starr said hevi.ewed this m udslingingasan 
o~tructton of JUSttce,harminghis investigation of alleged sexual 
mtsconduct by President Clinton. 
Men re]eased in anthtax arrest 
US. Assistant Attorney LJ. O'Neal dropped charges of possessing 
anthrax fo~ ~dly US.: against two men on Monday. FBI agents 
arrested Wtll tarn Leavttt and Larry Wayne Harris for possession 
of anthrax after Harris bragged that he could wipe-out the entire 
cityoflasVegaswithonevial. Testswererun,andtheamhraxwas 
found to be a harmless vaccine. Leavitt was released, but Harris is 
still in prison for violating his parole in Ohio. Harriswassentenced 
to 18 ~onths of parole last year on wire charges for illegally 
obtammg bubonic plague bacteria. Harris now faces five years in 
prison for violating his parole 
El Nino strikes Florida 
President Clinton off ereddisasteraid to four Florida.counnesaf ter 
multiple tornadoessweptacross the central parr of the state. As of 
Tuesday, emergency workers estimated at least 38 people were 
killed, and more than 100 were hospitalized. City officials and 
volunteers continued on Tuesday to search through the debris for 
missing people. Parts of the state have established curl'ews, and 
helicopters fitted with lnfared scopes flew over the 75-miledebris 
zone attempting to find the heatsignaturesof victims of rhestorm. 
ThisseriesoftornadoeswastheworststormFioridahasexperienced 
since Hurricane Andrew. Clinton planned to visit the affected 
counties on Wednesday. 
tor, with theaidoflntemet soun:es. 
Get us out of here!! New CN leaders for 
next year are needed. For info call X 171 I. 
April 4th Is one of 
your last chances 
ever to take the 
Paper a Pencil GRE! 
Don't miss your chance to 
prepare with the GRE experts. 
Classes are fiUing fast, so caD today an<t find out 
why more than 3 million students have chosen 
Kaplan to help them score higher. 
Recently Added Class!! 
Our NEW class starts Saturday, March 7 
and will meet on Sunday afternoons & 
Thursda Evenings. 
1-IIO·IlAP· TEST 
www.kaptan.com 
• 
'GRE ~ a rogl$ierod Uodomolt ot the Educollonol TOIIkl!i Som:o. 
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News Briefs 
Social responsibility job fair March 23 
A job fair for careers for social responsibility will be held on 
Monday, March 23 from 7- 9 p.m. in rhe Recplex Intramural Gym. 
More than 50 employers will be available to d1scuss internship. 
volunteer, professional, and summer opportunities. Employers 
will represent human services, museums, healthcare, arts, envi-
ronmental agencies, historical societies, arul federal, srate, and 
local governments. All students are welcome to attend 
job opening in Internal Mf airs 
The Director otlnternaf'Affatrs ts hinng for the 6th executive 
position m charge of directorship of Safe Rides, and events such as 
Parents Weekend and Big Brother/Big Sisters. Applications are 
available on the Student Uniondoor,andaredue by Friday, Feb.27 .. 
Vatican art comes to Cleveland 
The Vatican Treasures is now being displayed at the Cleveland 
Museum of Art. Featuring ptecesof EarlyChnstian, Renaissance, 
and Baroque art from the Papal Collections, the Cleveland-only 
exhibition was brought to the Cleveland MU!!eum of Art to eel· 
ebrate thesesquicenrennial anniversary of the Cleveland Catholic 
Dmcese. 
Anthony P11la, bishop of the Diocese Q[ Cleveland, observed, 
·An and religion have been greatly entwined.• 
Theexhib1t begins with theCrossofjustin ll (rheCrux Vatican a) 
which holds two pieces of jesus' cross which are placed to forma 
small cross. ][is considered to be the most important piece of an 
in the Treasury of St. Peter's Basilica. 
Diane DeGrazia, chief curator, said. "This extraordinary object 
is crossing the Atlantic for the first time for this show." 
Someorherpointsincludereliquarycases,a hand written letter 
from Michaelangelo, intricately beautiful manuscripts of a missal, 
hymnal, a choir rule book,andsculpturesof Gian Lorenzo Bernini. 
The final piece. Carvaggio's •Entombment of Christ'. features 
life-like figures of the burial of jesus with realism. 
Vatican Treasures is open Tuesdays through Sundays. Admis-
sion is $7 on weekdays, $10 on weekends, with discounts available 
for seniors, students, children and groups. Visitors can rent re-
corded audio tours, hosted by Robert P. Bergman, for $4. 
News briefs were compiled by Clare Taft, News Editor and justin 
Rogers, Staff Reporter. 
Please. submit ncwsbriefs by Monday to the Carroll News 
PAPER 
continued from page 1 
eral area merchants. 
The biggest challenge for The 
Carroll Voice is distribution. The 
first edition was delivered to sev-
eral residence halls and left in 
lounges around campus. "I am 
concerned about how to get the 
paperto commuters and ldid not 
want to run the risk of people get-
ting mad about something in the 
paper and then start throwing big 
piles of it away. I can't afford that," 
Jarmosevich said. 
Plans for the furureof The Car-
rot! Voice include trying to incor-
porate other area universities in 
ordertocreatea "Collegiate Voice.· 
But jarmosevich admits that is a 
long way down the road. "It has to 
catch on here first," he said. 
Have a news worthy tidbit? Submit Newsbriefs 
are needed each week in The carroll News. 
.. fast .. Sun • IC 
Tannin9 Salon 
Serving John Carroll students for 12 years! 
Co~Mt IM aMd ask about our Student Special 
lt For .,5.00 
1 fne wtth prepaid paekage 
0Me IMOMth uttii!Mited - t.f.O.OO 
Expires 5/5/91 
4-fU MayfWd ~ Soultl Eucil Qtt, +4tt1 
~Sl-0811 
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He·s FITTS-tastic 
Ed Klein 
News Editor 
It isastorythat would make 
Horatio Alger proud Marnott 
Food Services at john Carroll 
Univers1ty last week an 
nounced the promotion of 
George Fitts. 
Fitts, who began as a pot 
washer with the Saga Corpo-
ration, was named to the posi-
tion of production manager. 
Beginning in October, 1982, 
at Cuyahoga Community Col-
lege, Fitts was transferred to 
Marriott and JCU, in 1987. 
when Saga went bankrupt. 
After working as a pot 
washer, Fitts became a cook, 
and later a kitchen supervisor. 
A graduate of James 
Ford Rhodes High 
School, Fitts is a father 
of two. 
"They [his children] 
are concerned with how 
much rime I will be able 
to spend with them," 
said Fitts. "I've always 
been the type of person 
to stick to what I do, 
though ." 
He added his reasons 
for enteringthefoodser-
vice industry, "I wanted 
to try something differ-
ent and learn more." 
After ten years with 
Marriott, Fitts feels that 
he "can set an example 
George Fitts 
of what you can achieve when you work 
well." 
Marty Ponikvar, production manager, 
added that "we[Marriott staff]areall very 
proud of George [Fittsl." 
Cut a rug at the Dance Marathon 
Kathleen Davis 
Staff Reporter 
This is not the average four 
hour formal at the Sheraton, get 
ready to cut the rug for 26 straight 
hours, because the Dance Mara-
thon is back! 
The Student Union is sponsor-
ing the 26 hour event to raise 
money for Catholic Charities. 
According to co-chair, senior 
Katie Pusateri, all money raised 
for the event will go towards 
CampCorde in Parma, which aids 
children with disabilities. The 
camp will use the money.to build 
a wheelchair accessible ramp. 
Participation in the Dance 
Marathon costs £if ty dollars. Par-
ticipants are encouraged to raise 
money through sponsorship from 
outside sources, such as parents, 
friends, and professors. 
The Dance Marathon will take 
place from 7 p.m., Friday, Mar. 28, 
through 9 p.m., Saturday, Mar. 29. 
The Dance Marathon includes 
various formats of music. Along 
with a DJ, participants will dance 
tot he music oflocal bands Garage 
Sale America, johnny Vega, and 
Tender Blinds pot. 
There will be several different 
themes throughout the night. Ac-
cording to Pusateri, participants 
will be encouraged to wear cos-
tumes to fit the various themes. 
Individuals will be permitted 
breaks throughout the night. "We 
don't expect people to be jam min ' 
all night," said Pusateri. 
Individuals not participating 
in the actual dancing, are encour-
aged tocomeand watch fora mini-
mal donation. There will be a 
happy hour, and campus organi· 
zations are encouraged to sponsor 
a booth. 
Lisa Heckman, director of stu-
dent activities, first organized the 
Dance Marathon ten years ago. 
"I found the Dance Marathon a 
great way to bring the commu-
nity, faculty, and students together 
for service," said Heckman. 
Signups will continue during 
the week of Mar. 9 to 13. 
Internship available to JCU students 
Meg Wolchko 
Staff Reporter 
One of the nation's largest 
health insurance companies , 
Northwest Mutual Life wants 
john Carroll University students, 
and not because you did not pay 
last month's premium. 
NorthwestMutuallife,ranked 
as one of the top ten internships 
in the U.S. by "The Princeton Re-
view," is currently scoutingJCU 
studentsforpaidspringandsum-
mer internships. 
"The reputation thatjCU has, 
particularly in business educa-
tion, makes it a logical step fort he 
development of our program," 
said Greg Clement, College Unit 
Director for Northwest Mutual 
Life's Cleveland branch. 
The insurance company re-
cently visited JCU for the Busi-
ness Career Fair looking for in-
ternship applicants. "The ideal 
applicant must be a professional, 
business minded self ·starter," said 
Emily DeMaria, assistant to Clem-
LIVE SWING IN 
THE BASEMENT OF 
ent, "The applicant should be 
someone who is able to complete 
tasks on a daily basis, and above 
all is a people person.· 
According to Northwest Mu-
tual Life'sstatistics,on average the 
typical intern at the company 
earns $10 to $15 per hour. 
Anyone interested can submit 
a one page standard resume with 
both home and school addresses 
to Northwest Mutual life's Cleve-
land branch or contact Clement 
at 241-5840. 
TUESilAY & WEnNESDAY: $175 DoMESTIC BoTILES 
THURSMY: $175 DoMESTIC BOTILESAND15¢ WINGS 
GuiNNESS PINT SPECIALS 
FrunAY: .fne S'k/'JN;- THE SWAGGER KINGS 
'S \S ~\.""" In the Basement of Pizzazz off Fairmont Cir~le . 
)~e ~ N Park Blvd. • University Heights • 321-72.72 • www.p!ZZilZZJliZZa.com 
Fe a t u r i n g IIH' o m p a r a b le I, i 11 a &: I, a s t a . S e n sa t i o n a I 
Salads •. \ppetizers and Italian Spct'ialties. 
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U.N. and Hussein reach agreement 
President Clinton gives conditional approval 
Shane Subler 
Staff Reporter 
President Clinton gave hiscon-
di t ional approva I to an agreement 
made between Iraqi Deputy Prime 
Minister Tariq Aziz and United 
Nations Secretary-General Kofi 
Annan on Monday. 
The deal appears to tempo-
rarily end the threat of a possible 
military attack against Iraq led by 
the United States. 
The agreement , signed Sunday 
betweenAzizandAnnan, report-
edly allows U.N. inspectors com-
plete access to sus peered Iraqi 
weapons sites. . 
Iraqi offic ials previously de-
nied the inspectors access to sev-
eral presidential palaces. This is 
in violation of U.N. resolutions 
made following the Persian Gulf 
War in 1991. 
As CNN reponed , the resolu-
tions allowed U.N. inspectors un-
restricted access to any suspected 
weapons sites until it is assured 
that Iraq no longer possesses 
weapons of mass destruction. 
Annan expressed both confi-
dence and praise fort he recent U.N. 
agreement. 
Ina recent interview with CNN 
reporters, Annan stated, "!The 
agreement] sticks to the spirit, the 
letter, and the intent,and conforms 
to the U.N. resolutions, in myjudg-
ment." 
Annan also called the agree-
ment "very balanced." 
The Iraqis "engaged [with me] 
constructively and responsibly," 
Annan said. 
In a news conference with 
Annan, following the signing of 
the agreement, Aziz also sounded 
confident in the agreement. 
"We highly appreciate the na-
ture of the discussions we had ," 
Azizstated, "We are going to work 
together in good faith and in full 
cooperation." 
Despite his optimism, Aziz 
wanted to make it clear that Iraq 
was not intimidated by the threat 
of a US. military attack 
"What helped in reaching this 
agreement between the Secretary-
General, my president, and the 
Iraqi government is the goodwill 
Annan brought with him ... not the 
policy of saber-rattling," Aziz 
stated. 
Iraqis hailed the agreement as 
a victory over the U.S. Iraq's state· 
controlled television and newspa-
pers praised Hussein for standing 
up to the United States despite the 
threat of a military srrike. 
The state-owned newspaper 
Babel printed that the agreement 
was a defeat for "the American law 
of the jungle." 
Many Iraqi citizens hope the 
agreement is an indication that 
U.N.imposedeconomicsanctions, 
which have crippled the Iraqi 
economy since the Persian Gulf 
War, will be lifted. 
With the exception of Britain, 
most other maJOr world powers 
declared they would not support a 
U.S.-led attack on lraq. 
Russian President Boris Yeltsin, 
one of the staunchest opponents 
of the use of force against Iraq, ex-
pressed optimism in comments 
made Monday to Russia's TASS 
news agency. 
A Chinese Foreign Ministry 
spokesperson a I so told reporters, 
"We hope this agreement will dis-
perse the war cloud gathering over 
the Gulf region: 
U.S. leaders, however, appeared 
less optimistic. 
In a ~ews conference on Mon-
day, President Clinton said future 
action woulddependon Iraqi com-
pliance with the terms of the 
agreement. 
As to the chances of the Iraqis 
unconditional:! complying with 
theresolutions,Ciintoncalled this 
"a big if." 
Some members of Congress 
were even more skeptical. Con-
necticut senator joseph 
Lieberman commented to CNN, 
"{Hussein] is not somebody you 
would feel comfortable entering 
into a contract with." 
Pennsylvania senator Arlen 
Specter stated, "!Hussein] does not 
keep his word. That's whytheonly 
ultimate answer is to remove him 
from power." 
AccordingtoCNN,Spectersup-
ported a resolution calling for a 
trial against Sad dam for potential 
war crimes. Specter stated that he 
plans to once again support this 
type of resolution. 
During an interview ori Head-
line News Monday, Army Major-
General Perry Smith stated that 
nothing but 100 percent compli-
ance with the agreement by 
Hussein will be acceptable to the 
United States. 
If Hussein once again begins to 
deny access to U.N. inspectors, 
Smith suggested a military strike 
will soon follow. 
In order to ensure that Hussein 
is still aware of this threat, Clinton 
also stated in the Monday press 
conference that there are no plans 
to decrease the size of the current 
U.S military presence in th e 
Middle East. 
Currently 28,000 U.S. troops 
and 20 warships are in the Persian 
Gulf region. 
Court lets Ruby Ridge ruling stand 
Sara E. Buss 
World News Editor 
The U.S. Supreme Court re-
fused Monday to review a court 
casew hich would grant immu-
nity to federal agents involved 
in the Ruby Ridge , Idaho,seige. 
This allowed a civil case to 
proceed against federal agents 
involved in the 1992 incident. 
This cleared the way for 
Kevin Harris to sue l3 federal 
agents, according to Reuters 
news service. 
The incident began on Aug. 
21, 1992, when FBI agents at-
tempted to arrest Randy 
Weaver, a w hire separatist, for 
minor weapons charges, ac-
cording to UP! reports. 
A shoot-out ensued after an 
agent shot and killed Weaver's 
CONCJHATLILATIONS 
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dog while attempting to serve the 
warrant. 
Samuel Weaver, Weaver's 14-
year-old son, and one agent were 
killed, reponed Reuters. 
Agents shot and killed Weaver's 
wife on Aug. 22, wounding Harris 
and Weaver. according to the 
Washington Post. 
After Harris and Weaver were 
acquitted for the assault of federal 
agents, Harris tried to sue the 
agents involved. 
Harris alleged his Fourth 
Amendment right of unreason-
able seizure was violated by the 
agents, according to Reuters. 
Harris, claiming he fired shots 
only in self defense, also charged 
the agents conspired to lie about 
his behavior during the siege, 
Reuters reported. 
The Graduate 
Program in 
Healtb Senices 
Administration 
Harris believes the federal 
agents conspired to implicate 
him as the initiator after the 
shootings,accordingto Reuters. 
Harris told Reuters report· 
ers these alleged lies led to his 
arrest and prosecution for his 
role in Ruby Ridge. 
The federal agents said they 
should be immune from suits 
such as Harris'. 
Agents justified the shoot-
ing at Harris and Weaver be-
cause they believed the men 
were shooting at a government 
helicopter, reported UPI. 
Agents f unher allege that 
under the FBI's special rules of 
engagement, which went into 
effect during the standoff, 
agents were permitted to shoot 
and kill any armed adult male. 
Explore opporllmiti<'s for health carc leadership. 
Information Sessions ai'C o!Tererllo hrlp you !liscowr mor'r 
allOUL an \HIS.'\. our Full-lim<' an!l f·:,rning Programs. an!l 
rawrr oppnrtunitirs in health carr munagerncnt. 
\londa~. March 9 
6:00- 7::10 p.m. 
~nom 187. Cohen Crntrr. 
\m ier I niwl'liit:r Campus 
\\('dnrs!la~. o\pr·ll 1 
11:00- 7::w p.m. 
~oom lll7. Cohen Ct•n ter. 
\m ier I nilfr'Sity CamJlUS 
For N:'ser\'alions and information. rail 3J :n-t5-1912 
or 1-800<~4-1-1698 ext 1912. 
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Starr upset by attacks on his staff 
Special Prosecuter Kenneth Starr issued yet another subpoena 
in his case against President Clinton on Tuesday. Starr, upset by 
the circulation of unfavorable i nf ormation about key members 
of his staff, ordered Clinton communtcarions adviser Sidney 
Blumenthal and private investigator Terry Lem.er to appear 
before the grand jury to answer questions about the anti-
prosecution sentiments circulating through Washington by 
Clinton supporters. Starr said he viewed this mudslinging as an 
obstruction of justice, hamri nghisin vestigatioo of a Ueged sexual 
mrsconduct by Pres1dent Clinton. 
Men released in anthrax arrest 
US. Assistant Attorney Lj. O'Neal dropped charges of possessing 
anthrax for deadly use against two men on Monday. FBI agents 
arresred William Leavitt and Larry Wayne Harris for possessiOn 
of anthrax after Harris bragged that he could wipe-out the entire 
ciryofLasVegaswithonevial Testswererun,andtheanthraxwas 
found to be a harmless vaccine. Leavitt was released, but Harris is 
still in prison for violating his parole in Ohio. Harris wassentencerl 
to 18 months of parole last year on wire charges for illegally 
obtammg bubomc plague bacteria. Harris now faces five years in 
prison for violating his parole 
El Ni.n.o strikes Florida 
President Cli ntonoff ered disaster aid to four Florida counties a£ ter 
multiple tornadoessweptacrossthecenrral part of the state. As of 
Tuesday, emergency workers estimated at least 38 people were 
killed, and more than 100 were hospitaliud. City officials and 
volunteers continued on Tuesday to search through the debris for 
missing people. Pans of the state have established curfews, and 
helicoprersflued with infared scopes new over the 75-miledebris 
zoneattemptingtofind the heatsignaturesof victims of the storm 
Thisseriesof tornadoes was the worst storm Florida hasexperienced 
since Hurricane Andrew. Clinton planned to visit the affected 
coumiesou Wednesday. 
tor. with the aid oflnternet sources. 
Get us out of here!! New CN leaders for 
next year are needed. For info call X 171 I. 
Aprl14tll Is one of 
your last chances 
ever to take the 
Paper a Pencil GRE! 
Don't miss your chance to 
prepare with the GRE experts. 
Classes are fiUing fast, so call today an<! find out 
why more than 3 million students have chosen 
Kaplan to help them score higher. 
·Recently Added Class!! 
Our NEW class starts Saturday, March 7 
and will meet on Sunday afternoons & 
Thursda Evenings. 
l·IOD·KAP· TEST 
www.kaplan.com 
• 
'GRE o a~t•ed •-•~~~ ol1110 E~l)tlll ~ s..-. 
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Vinka Lasic 
Year: Sophomore 
Major: Commun1cat1ons 
Hometown: Chesterland, Oh1o 
Favorite yogurt flavor: Peach 
Extracurricular activities: I' m a 
Dj at WJCU, I worl< out and I s1ng for 
the Cleveland Orchestra Choir 
What kind of music do you 
usually listen to?: Everyth1ng. 
like variety. 
Dream job: Getting paid a lot for 
do1ng 'nothing.' 
Last CD you bought: Bob 
Marley's Legends. 
Favorite Sesame Street 
character: Snuffy. He's so cute 
and fluffy. 
Spring break plans: Moving 1nto a 
new house. 
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Putting out the blaze 
JCU senior tackles the books and the flames as 
a Cleveland firefighter 
Lisa M. Foster 
Staff Reporter 
'Fire!' 
Most people would run the other 
way upo n hear ing t hat word 
shouted. But j ohn Ca rroll Univer-
sity senior j ack French would run 
to it and try to help. 
French not on !y attends Carroll 
but has been a firefighter at the 
Cleveland Fire Department for rhe 
past yea r and a half. Balancing 
school and work isn't always easy 
for him . It requires a lor of focus 
and drive. 
"Many times I find myself study-
ing or doi ng assignments at work," 
French sa1d of his hec tic schedule. 
"I let my professors know if I have 
to miss a class. As a firefighter, I 
work one day and then l'm off for 
two days." 
A nat ive Clevel ander, French 
grad uated from Collinwood High 
Schoolin l993and has panicipated 
m rhejCU ROTC program. 
Becoming a firefighter was 
never a childhood dream or even a 
teenage aspiration for French - it 
just sort of happened. 
with thefire investigation aspect 
of the Cleveland Fire Depart-
ment ," French said. 
Firefighting,although a di ffi -
cult job, has some of its br ighter 
points. According to French, "The 
most reward ing part is the secu-
rity we instill in the victims." 
However, hedoesnotdeny the 
downfalls and difficulties in her-
em in fi refighting. 
"Seeing children har med and/ 
or scared is a terrible feeling, 
which is wh y we try our best w 
help them quickl y and safel y," 
French said . 
French believesthateveryday 
as a firefighter has the potential 
for both danger and excitement , 
but he will never be able to forget 
his most memorable time on the 
job- the first fire he ever helped 
putout. 
"One day my mothercame home 
with a flyer advertising for the fire 
exam," French said. "I decided to 
On the job: Jack French takes a break from w"''"''n,,. 
"It was a house fire," French 
remembered. "It was just as hot 
as they said it would be, if not 
hotter. We rescued an elderly 
lady from her attic. The rescue 
felt good. Being able ro help that 
woman who was, at the tim e, 
helpless was one of the most re-
warding feelings ever." Cleveland firefighter. 
take it, and I scored well , and here I am now." 
One might wonder what could possibly be next for a man who 
already has so much on his plate. "Well, I'm a sociology major with 
a criminology concentration, and upon graduation I hope to work 
French hasfound firefighting 
to be a rewarding occupation, mainly because of the contact the 
firefighters have wi th those affected by the fires they extinguish. 
"We help people and they're happy to see us," he said. "And we're 
glad to help." 
ATTENTION SENIOR CLASS: 
MILLOR ORATOR INFORMATION 
THE MILLOR ORATOR SPEAKS AS THE REPRESENTATIVE 
FOR THE GRADUATING CLASS AT COMMENCEMENT. 
0 The Millor Orator must be graduating and participating 
in ceremonies in May. 
0 Applications will be sent to each senior and also may be obtained 
in the Student Life Office (see Secretary, Cathy Kraynak) 
0 All applications and a typed copy of your speech must be received 
in the Student llie Office by Friday, Februaty 27, 1998 by noon. 
~ Auditio~ will be scheduled March 11 and March 12 at 5:00p.m. 
m the Deans Conference Room (located across from Fr. Richie's office) 
. If you have any questions, you may contact either 
Usa Heckman, director of student activities, at ext 4288, 
or Lisa VIscusi, senior class president, at ext. 5144. 
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Here cot~tes the sun: safety tips for tanning 
Jane Rich 
Staff Reporter 
In ancient times the Greeks 
worshiped thesunasagod. While 
most Clevelanders don't follow 
this belief, some "sun worshipers" 
can still be found here at john Car-
roll University. 
With spring break coming up, 
and summer not too far off , the 
uneducated "sun worshiper," or 
tanner could be putting their skin 
in danger. 
Coaventional wisdom says 
that overexposure to the sun can 
cause a great deal of damage to a 
person's skin. The sun can cause 
skin to age prematurely and give 
ita leatheryand winkled look Too 
muchsunexposurecanalsocause 
skin cancer in some people. But 
hese negative side effects of the 
sun can be avoided fairly easily by 
proteqing yourself . 
For thosewhocan'tafford togo 
wCancunorSouth Padre, but still 
want a tan, indoor tanning may be 
your only option. 
The first step toward indoor 
tanning would be to choose a tan-
ning salon that suits your needs. 
Some of the things you might want 
to consider are location, the type 
of tanning bed they use, the clean-
liness of the facility, the price, 
whether they are licensed and the 
knowledge of the staff. 
The second step to tanning in-
doors is learning how to do sore-
sponsibly. The following tips are 
recommended by the Island Sun 
Tanning Salon, located on War-
rensville Rd. 
Clean your skin - Some 
makeup and perfume can block 
thetanningraysorevenmakeyou 
skin more susceptible to burns. 
Moisturize your skin - Before 
and af ter you tan , you should use a 
moisturi zer. There are even spe-
cia! moisturizers that help your 
skin absorb tanning rays. These 
creams also help avoid dry skin 
which may be caused by tanning. 
Protect sensitive areas - These 
are the areas that are not normally 
exposed to ultraviolet light, such 
as any area usually covered by 
clothing. You can best expose 
these areas by gradually uncover-
ing them half way through your 
first three or four sessions. 
Wait 48 to 72 hours between 
visits - You should not tan too 
close together because your skin 
needs time to synthesize new 
melanin pigment granules. Be sure 
to plan ahead for special events 
such as weddings and vacations. 
Protect your lips - Use a lip 
balm that has sun protection in it 
to avoid sun burn. Lips do not 
produce melanin and therefore 
burn easily: 
Stay Away- lf you are sun-
burned you should not tan until 
all redness in your skin goes away, 
and moisturize it completely. 
Wear eyewear - You should 
wear protective eyewear and re-
move contact lenses. Using tow-
els, cotton balls or just shutting 
your eyes doPs not protect you 
from the harmful UV light. Po-
tential results of sun damage in-
clude loss of night vision and dif-
ficulty in seeing colorS, 
Know your skin type - It is 
importamtoknowwhatyourskin 
type is so that you·can determine 
the amount of time you should 
spend in the tanning bed. 
By following these professional 
tips, you should be able to tan 
safely. But the experienced "sun 
worshiper" also may have some 
advice you won't want to miss. 
juniorKathyWodziszsaid,"For 
a deep, dark tan l use accelerator 
lotions. They're good for moist ur-
izing and maximizing the length 
of my tan." 
These lotions usually can be 
purchased from theta nn i ngsa lon 
for costs ranging from $10 to $50 
per bottle. 
Senior Melissa Mekkelsen rec-
ommended, "Keep in mind your 
skin tone when youaretanningso 
you don't get burned, especially if 
you have fair skin." 
For those of you who are travel-
ing to far off sunny destinations 
for spring break, your concerns 
may be completely different. 
The tropical sun is stronger 
than the one we see in Cleveland's 
dark sky. Here are some tips for 
safer tanning at the beaches: 
aAvoidspendingextended pe-
riods of time in the sun between 
10 a.m. and 2 p.m. The sun's rays 
are strongest during this time. 
a Always use sunscreen on all 
parts of the body which are ex-
DOn't let this happen to you 
There are many myths surrounding tanning, and some 
of these mistaken beliefs may he dangerous: 
0 A tan is a sign of injury. That so-called healthy glow 
is re.ally damaged skin. 
0 A base tan will not protect you from a sunburn. 
0 Indoor tanning is not significantly safer for your skin 
than outdoor tanning. 
0 Antibiotics and acne medication may make a person 
light-sensitive and cause severe burns. 
0 Short-term effects of tanning include red, dry and 
itchy skin. l..oq-ter~ff~.~UM~r~~Mae 
sagging skin and skin cancers. 
Information compiled by Maria '/}-ivisormo 
posed to the sun. 
• Wear sunglasses that will pro-
tect your eyes against the damag-
ing rays of the sun. 
• To protect the more sensitive 
areas of your body, wear a sun-
screen with a higher SPF number, 
such as SPF 30. 
• Wear a hat to protect your 
face from the damaging rays. 
• Drink plenty of fluids while 
in the sun because your body can 
become easily dehydrated. 
a Use moisturizer on your skin 
both before and after exposure to 
the sun. 
• rr you do get a burn, stay out of 
the sun until therednessgoesaway. 
Although no tanning is com-
pletely safe, these tips should help 
to minimize sun damage. 
For mort information on tan-
ningand protectingyou rshin ,con-
tact the American AcademyofDer-
matology at 1-888-462-DERM. 
If in Cleveland ... 
Marla Trlvlsonno 
Features Editor 
Ho hum. Another year and an-
other spring break Sure, lots of 
college students are basking in 
sunny Florida or the Caribbean, 
but some of us have jobs we can't 
break from , or just don't have the 
money to spend. Sow hat can the 
lowly JCU student stuck in Cleve-
land do that first week of March? 
Here are some ideas for a great 
spring break 
No matter what the tempera-
ture brings, the Cleveland 
Metroparks offer plenty of enjoy-
able opportunities. I personally 
enjoy the North Chagrin Reserva-
tion. A wildlife sanctuary com-
plete with a duck pond is just one 
of the major attractions. Squire's 
Castle, an abandoned stone build-
ing, is a great place to have a picnic 
if the weather holds up, and But-
termilk Falls is a peaceful place to 
toss stones into the water. PI us, if 
it snows you can always go tobog-
ganingattheMillStrea.mRunRes-
ervation in Strongsville. 
TheClevelandMetroparksZoo 
is open year round. Checkout the 
wolf exhibit and the Rainforest 
(which isanadditionjl.lcharge,but 
worth it if you're looking for some 
warmth over spring break.) 
If the outdoors is not [or you, 
Cleveland has tons of museums 
for you to browse through during 
spring break. The Cleveland Mu-
seum of Art is stocked full of trea-
sures to peruse. Take a walk 
through a room full of medieval 
armor, get lost in the rooms full of 
Egyptian hieroglyphics or take a 
sneak peak at the special exhibit 
of Va tican Treasures currently at 
the museum. 
Science majors would enjoy a 
trip to the develand Museum of 
Natural History. Whether you are 
amazed by the dinosaur bones, try 
to find the Big Dipper in the plan-
etarium or get grossed out by the 
shrunken heads, the Natural His-
tory Museum is a fun place to bring 
the children you baby--sitfororthe 
kid in you. The Cleveland Health 
Education Museum is also a great 
alternative. Where else can you 
walk inside a giant tooth? 
The two newest museums the 
city has toofferaretheGreatl.akes 
Science Center and the Rock 'n' 
Roll Hall of Fame and Museum. 
The Science Center offers hands-
on displays where you can find 
out how good your batting stance 
is or playa virtual basketball game, 
all while eating space age ice 
cream. just a word of advice-if 
you go to the Rock Hall, don't try 
to take janis joplin's Porsche for a 
joy ride. 
If Rock 'n' Roll just isn't your 
style, check out the Cleveland Or-
chestra at Severance Hall or call 
Playhouse Square to check what 
shows are going coming to town. 
Of course, there is something 
to be said about vegetating at 
home. Rent the latest movie, catch 
upon 'ER,' or read a book now that 
you finally have time. 
just enjoy yourself, whether 
you find yourself in Florida ... or 
University Heights. 
SUMMER SCHOOL fOB PEOPLE 
ON TIIEIB WAY TO TilE TOP. 
If you didn't sign up develop the leadership 
for ROTC as a freshman skills and self-c'onfi-
or sophomore, you can dence you need to 
catch up this summer by succeed in college and 
attending Army ROTC beyond. And you may 
Camp Challenge, a paid qualify for advanced 
five-week course in i officer training when 
leadership. you return to campus 
Apply now! You'll next fall. 
ARMY Rart 
TBE SM.UTEST COLLEGE OOUISE 100 CAN TAlE 
For details, visit 2nd Floor of the RecPlex or call 
397-4421 
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Putting out the blaze 
JCU senior tackles the books and the flames as 
Vinka Lasic 
Year: Sophomore 
Major: Commun1cat1ons 
Hometown: Chesterland, Oh1o 
Favorite yogurt flavor: Peach 
Extracurricular activities: I'm a 
DJ at WJCU, I worl< out and I sing for 
the Cleveland Orchestra Choir. 
What kind of music do you 
usually listen to?: Everyth1ng. 
l1ke vanety. 
·Dream job: Gett1ng paid a lot for 
do1ng 'nothing.' 
Last CD you bought: Bob 
Marley's Legends. 
Lisa M. Foster 
Staff Reporter 
'Fire!' 
Most people would run the other 
way upon hearing that word 
shouted. But John Carroll Univer-
sity senior jack French would run 
to it and try to help. 
French not only attends Carrol l 
but has been a firefighter at the 
Cleveland Fire Department for the 
past year and a half Balancing 
school and work tsn't always easy 
for h 1m. It requires a lot of focus 
and drive. 
"Many times !find myself study-
mg or doing assignments at work ," 
French said of his hectic schedule. 
"I let my professors know if I have 
tO miss a class. As a firefighter, I 
work one day and then I'm off for 
two days " 
A native Clevelander, French 
graduated from Collinwood High 
School inl993and has participated 
in thejCU ROTC program. 
Becoming a firefighter was 
never a childhood dream or even a 
teenage aspiration for French-it 
just son of happened. 
a Cleveland firefighter 
with thefireinvestigationaspect 
of the Cleveland Fire Depart-
ment," French said. 
Firefighting, although a diffi-
cultjob, hassomeof its brighter 
points. According to French, "The 
most rewarding part is the secu-
rity we instill in the victims." 
However, he does not deny the 
downfalls and difficulties inher-
ent in firefight ing. 
"Seeing children harmed and/ 
or scared is a terrible feehng , 
which is why we try our best to 
help them quickly and safely," 
French sa id. 
French believes that everyday 
as a firef ighter has the potential 
for bmh danger and excitement, 
but he will never be able to forget 
his most memorable time on the 
job-the first fire he ever helped 
putout. 
"It was a house fire," French 
remembered. "lt was just as hot 
as they said it would be, if not 
hotter. We rescued an elder! y 
lady from her attic. The rescue 
felt good. Being able to help that 
woman who was, at the time, 
helpless was one of the most re-
warding feelings ever." 
Favorite Sesame Street 
character: Snuffy. He's so cute 
and fluffy. 
Spring break plans: Mov1ng 1nto a 
new house. 
"One day my mother came home 
with a flyer advertising for the fire 
exam," French said. "I decided to 
take it, and I scored well , and here I am now." 
One might wonder what could possibly be next for a man who 
already has so much on his plate. "Well , I'm a sociology major with 
a criminology concentration, and upon graduation I hope to work 
French has found firefighting 
to be a rewarding occupation, main! y because of the contact the 
firefighters have with those affected by the fires they extinguish. 
"We help people and they're happy to see us," he said. • And we're 
glad to help." 
ATTENTION JENIOR CLAJJ: 
MILLOR ORATOR INFORMATION 
THE MILLOR ORATOR SPEAKS AS THE REPRESENTATIVE 
FOR THE GRADUATING CLASS AT COMMENCEMENT. 
~ The Mi~lo~ Orator must be graduating and participating 
m ceremorues m May. 
0 Applications will be sent to each senior and also may be obtained 
in the Student llie Office (see Secretary, Cathy Kraynak) 
0 All applications and a typed copy of your speech must be received 
in the Student Life Office by Friday, Februaty 27, 1998 by noon 
~ Auditio~ will be scheduled March 11 and March 12 at 5:00p.m. 
m the Deans Conference Room (located across from Fr. Richie's office) 
. If you have any questions, you may contact either 
Lisa Heckman. director of student activities, at ext 4288, 
or Lisa YlSCUSL senior class president, at ext 5144. 
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Here cot~tes the sun: safety tips for tanning 
Jane Rich 
Staff Reporter 
In ancient times the Greeks 
worshiped thesunasagod . While 
most Clevelanders don't follow 
this belief, some "sun worshipers" 
can still be found here at john Car-
roll University. 
With spring break coming up, 
and summer not too far off, the 
uneducated "sun worshiper," or 
tanner could beputtingtheirskin 
in danger. 
Coaventional wisdom says 
that overexposure to the sun can 
cause a great deal of damage to a 
person's skin. The sun can cause 
skin to age prematurely and give 
ita leathery and winkled look. Too 
m uchsun exposure can also cause 
skin cancer in some people. But 
hese negative side effects of the 
sun can be avoided fairly easily by 
protecting yourself . 
For those who can't afford togo 
toCancunor South Padre, but still 
Wanta tan, indoor tanning tnay be 
your only option. 
The first step toward indoor 
tanning would be to choose a tan-
ning salon that suits your needs. 
Some of the things you might want 
to consider are location, the type 
of tanning bed they use, the clean-
liness of the facility, the price, 
whether they are licensed and the 
know ledge of the staff. 
The second step to tanning in-
doors is learning how to do sore-
sponsibly. The following tips are 
recommended by the Island Sun 
Tanning Salon, located on War-
rensville Rd. 
Clean your skin - Some 
makeup and perfume can block 
thetanningraysoreven make your 
skin more susceptible to burns. 
Moisturize your skin - Before 
and after you tan, you should use a 
moisturizer. There are even spe-
cia! moisturizers that help your 
skin absorb tanning rays. These 
creams also help avoid dry skin 
which may be caused by tanning. 
Protect sensitive areas - These 
are the areas that are not normal! y 
exposed to ultraviolet light, such 
as any area usually covered by 
clothing. You can best expose 
these areas by gradually uncover-
ing them hall way through your 
first three or four sessions. 
Wait -+8 ton hours between 
visits - You should not tan too 
close together because your skin 
needs time to synthesize new 
melanin pigment granules. Besure 
to plan ahead for special events 
such as weddings and vacations. 
Protect your lips - Use a lip 
balm that has sun protection in it 
to avoid sun burn. lips do not 
produce melanin and therefore 
burn easily. 
Stay Away- If you are sun-
burned you should not tan until 
all redness in yourskingoesaway, 
and moisturize it completely. 
Wear eyewear - You should 
wear protective eyewear and re-
move contact lenses. Using tow-
els, cotton balls or just shutting 
your eyes dO"s not protect you 
from the harmful UV light. Po-
tential results of sun damage in-
clude loss of night vision and dif-
ficulty in seeing colors. 
Know your skin type - It is 
important to know what your skin 
type is so that you· can determine 
the amount of time you should 
spend in the tanning bed. 
By following these professional 
tips, you should be able to tan 
safely. But the experienced "sun 
worshiper" also may have some 
advice you won't want to miss. 
JuniorKathyWodziszsaid,"For 
a deep, dark tan 1 use accelerator 
lotions. They're good for moistur-
izing and maximizing the length 
of my tan." 
These lonons usually can be 
purchased r rom the tanning salon 
for costs ranging from $10 to $50 
per bottle. 
Senior Melissa Mekkelsen rec-
ommended, "Keep in mind your 
skin tone when you are tanning so 
you don'tget burned, especially 1£ 
you have fair skin.• 
Fort hose of you whoaretravel-
ing to far off sunny destinations 
for spring break, your concerns 
may be completely different 
The tropical sun is stronger 
than the one we see in Cleveland's 
dark sky. Here are some tlps for 
safer tanning at the beaches: 
eAvoid spending extended pe-
riods of time in the sun between 
10 a.m. and 2 p.m. The sun's rays 
are strongest during this time. 
• Always use sunscreen on all 
parts of the body which are ex-
Don't let this happen to you 
There are many myths surrounding tanning, and some 
qf these mistaken beliefs may be dangerous: 
0 A tan is a sign of injury. That so-called healthy glow 
is really damaged skin. 
0 A base tan will not protect you from a sunburn. 
0 Indoor tanning is not significantly safer for your skin 
than outdoor tanning. 
0 Antibiotics and acne medication may make a person 
light-sensitive and cause severe burns. 
0 Short-term effects of tanning include red , dry and 
itchy skin. ecla..ln.ay.IIMI~~~Mie .-r;ruuuea. 
sagging skin and skin cancers. 
In/ormation compiled by Maria Trivisonno 
posed to the sun. 
• Wear sunglasses that will pro-
tect your eyes against the damag-
ing rays of the sun. 
• To protect the more sensitive 
areas of your lxxly. wear a sun-
screen with a higher SPF number, 
such as SPF 30. 
• Wear a hat to protect your 
face from the damaging rays. 
• Drink plenty of fluids while 
in the sun because your lxxly can 
become easily dehydrated. 
• Use moisturizer on your skin 
both before and after exposure to 
the sun. 
• If youdoget a burn, stay out of 
the sun until therednessgoesaway. 
Although no tanning is com-
pletely safe, these tips should help 
to minimize sun damage. 
For more injormati011 on tan· 
ningand protcctingyou rskin,con-
tact the Am eric an Acade myofDer-
matologyat 1-888-462-DI::RM. 
If in Cleveland ... 
Marla Trlvlsonno 
Features Editor 
Ho hum. Another year and an-
other spring break. Sure, lots of 
college students are basking in 
sunny Florida or the Caribbean, 
but some of us have jobs we can't 
break from, or just don't have the 
money to spend. Sow hat can the 
Jowly JCU student stuck in Cleve-
land do that first week of March? 
Here are some ideas for a great 
spring break. 
No matter what the tempera-
ture brings, the Cleveland 
Metroparks offer plenty of enjoy-
able opportunities. I personally 
en joy the North Chagrin Reserva-
tion. A wildlife sanctuary com-
plete with a duck pond is just one 
of the major attractions. Sq~'s 
Castle, an abandoned stone build-
ing, is a great place to have a picnic 
if the weather holds up, and But-
termilk Falls is a peaceful place to 
toss stones into the water. Plus, if 
it snows you can a 1 ways go tobog-
ganingat theMlllStrta.mRunRes-
ervation in Strongsville. 
TheClevelandMettoparksZoo 
is open year round. Check out the 
wolf exhibit and the Rainforest 
(which is an additionalcharge, but 
worth it if you're looking for some 
warmth over spring break.) 
If the outdoors is not for you, 
Cleveland has tons of museums 
for you to browse through during 
spring break. The Cleveland Mu-
seum of Art is stocked full of trea-
sures to peruse. Take a walk 
through a room full of medieval 
armor, get lost in the rooms full of 
Egyptian hieroglyphics or take a 
sneak peak at the special exhibit 
of Vatican Treasures currently at 
the museum. 
SCience majors would enjoy a 
trip to the Cleveland Museum of 
Natural History. Whetheryouare 
amazed by the dinosaur bones, try 
to find the Big Dipper in the plan-
etarium or get grossed out by the 
shrunken heads, the Natural His-
tory Museum isafun place to bring 
the children you baby-sit for or the 
kid in you. The Cleveland Health 
Education Museum is also a great 
alternative. Where else can you 
walk inside a giant tooth? 
The two newest museums the 
city hastoofferaretheGreatLakes 
Science Center and the Rock 'n' 
Roll Hall of Fame and Museum 
The Science Center offers hands-
on displays where you can find 
out how good your baning stance 
is or playa virtual basketballgame, 
all while eating space age ice 
cream. just a word of advice-if 
you go to the Rock Hall, don't try 
to takeJanisJoplin's Porsche for a 
joy ride. 
If Rock 'n' Roll just isn't your 
style,check out the Cleveland Or-
chestra at Severance Hall or call 
Playhouse Square to check what 
shows are going coming to town. 
or course, there is something 
to be said about vegetating at 
home. Rent the latest movie, catch 
upon 'ER; or read a book now that 
you finally have time. 
Just enjoy yourself, whether 
you find yourself in Florida ... or 
University Heights. 
SUMMER SCHOOL fOR PEOPLE 
ON THEIR WAY TO THE TOP. 
If you didn't sign up develop the leadership 
for ROTC as a freshman skills and self-c'onfi-
or sophomore, you can dence you need to 
catch up this summer by succeed in college and 
attending Army ROTC beyond. And you may 
Camp Challenge, a paid qualify for advanced 
five-week course in ~ officer training when 
leadership. you return to campus 
Apply now! You'll next fall. 
ARMY ROTC 
TIE SMARTEST COWGE COVUE YOII CD TAKE 
For details. visit 2nd Floor of the RecPiex or call 
397-4421 
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Brownie Mary sounds sweet 
Nick Kovach 
Entertainment Editor 
Perhaps Pittsburgh is the new 
Seattle. With the success of such 
acts as the Clarks and Rusted 
Root, the Pittsburgh music scene 
IS grabbing headlines. Enter 
Brownie Mary, a cutting edge 
quartet from the 'Burgh. 
Originally formed in 1994 by 
vocalist Kelsey Barber and gui-
tarist Richjacquesasan acoustic 
cover duo, Brownie Mary has 
come a long way since the release 
of their debut album, That's Me 
in 1994. Theinhird effort, Na hed 
was released Feb. 10 to favorable 
reviews. 
A local favorite for about three 
years, the band has a considerable 
following in the Cleveland area, 
gained largely from their live 
shows. They will be coming back 
to town Friday, Feb. 27 for a CD 
release party at the Odeon and 
then again April4attheGrogShop 
for a show withjCU'sown Tender 
Blindspot. 
Nahed is a well produced 13 
song collection of classic Brownie 
Mary acoustic based pop. The 
lead track, "Like 1 Really Do" ex-
hibits Barber's powerful vocals. 
Barber's stage presence, while 
"Senseless" surprises 
Not your typical Wayans' movie 
Nick Kovach 
Entertainment Editor 
Stop me if you've heard this 
one: an underprivileged, hard-
working, intelligent Afncan-
American male is up for a promi-
nent position. 
However, his maincompetition 
for the position is a white-bred, 
lazy suburbanite, whose father 
just happens to be one of the head 
bankers at the firm offering the 
position. 
Sounds pretty stale doesn't it? 
Okay, try this one: add Marlon 
Wayans,DavidSpade,some body-
altering drugs and a human pin 
cushion, and you'vegotacomedy 
starring a Wayans brother that is 
actually funny. 
I know it sounds crazy David 
Spade wit bout Chris Farley. and a 
Wayans brother without Jim 
Carey, there's noway this could be 
funny (such as 'Bulletproof,' "The 
Sixth Man,' and '8 Heads In A 
Duffel Bag'). But believe it or not, 
'Senseless' is a very entertaining 
film. 
Wayans plays Darryl 
Witherspoon, a struggling ceo-
nom ics major at Stratford Univer-
sity, forced to work and work and 
work,just to pay h1s tuition. 
Darryl's mom and his three 
younger siblings have been aban-
doned by his father and are de-
pending on him to provide them 
with a better r uture. 
Desperate to pay his last few 
bills, Darryl agrees to be a guinea 
ptg 1n a medical experiment 
which will supposedly enhance 
h1s five senses 
just round up enough cash to sur-
vive,hethinkshecan land the job. 
As the competition progresses, 
Darryl getsoverzealousand takes 
a double dose despite Dr. Weedon's 
orders. 
This is when the hilarity be· 
gins. Darryl loses control of his 
senses three days prior to the final 
competition for the junior Ana-
lyst position. 
When he meets Dr. Weedon 
the next day, the doctor tells him 
that the overdose will work 
through his system in three 
days ... what a coincidence. 
Periodically throughout the 
next three days he loses one of his 
five senses, never possessing con-
unorthodox (she rarely wears 
shoes), is nevertheless impressive .. 
The third track, "Something We 
Both Know," revolves around 
jacques' hard driving guitar, off-
set by the almost giddy Barber's 
smiley vocals. 
Shealmostsounds happy to be 
"scarred si nee the day we said 
"Hello "" The only problem with 
this song is that to a trained ear, it 
seems as if Rich and Kelsey were 
watching a Sears commercial 
when they wrote this one. As soon 
as I hear the first verse 1 just want 
to sing, "Come see the softer side 
of Sears.· 
One of the disc's best 
tracks,"Bli nd Obsession" has toned 
down vocals that are a refreshing 
addition to the record . "Blind Ob-
session" features subtly placed 
keyboard sounds over the strong 
bass lines laid down by Ron Bissell. 
The title track, 'Naked' is 
clear! ythe trophywinner. "Naked" 
is receiving steady airplay on 
WENZ-FM/107.9, and with the 
band's upcoming visits it should 
stay there. 
A rough criticism on young lov-
ers, Barber's lyrics are those of a 
pessimistic, naive girl. "It doesn't 
matter if !live or die, once you've 
seen me naked." That doesn't 
sound like a relationship with a 
very b1g upside. 
Can you spell Alanis? 
Round ing out the album are 
three or four more solid tracks. 
"I'll Be The One· is an old song in 
the Brownie Mary catalogue. 
Originally titled "Bitch," 
jacques added a little more vol -
ume and a little more bass. What 
came out was a much improved 
song. 
"Great" could easily pass for a 
Toad the Wet Sprocket cut if it 
weren't for the Tanya Donnelly 
like vocals laid down by Barber. 
Her voice sounds exactly like the 
former Belly lead singer.'s. 
What would happen if you 
gave Ani DiFranco a bassist and a 
drummer?- "Memphis." The elev-
enth track on Nahedechoesof the 
folk superstar's influence. "I saw it 
on the X-Files. Mulder thinks the 
way l do." 
Overall, Nahed is a very lis-
tenable album . It is strong enough 
from start to finish to endure for 
the 50 plus minutes it runs. 
With a major label contract 
(Elektra's Blackbird) and a well-
established fan base, Brownie 
Mary's music is good enough to 
keep them clothed for a while. 
Brownie Mary will perform 
tomorrow night at theOdeon with 
the Simpletons and Everything. 
Matthew Lillard plays a human pin cushion in 
"Senseless." 
trol of all five at any given mo- urine glows in the dark, indicat-
ment. He wanders blind through ing that his system has been 
the streets of Downtown New cleansed as Dr. Weedon had pre-
York City, eventually getting dieted. 
mugged and having Finally, he loses his hearing 
his clothes stolen. midway through the interview. 
He somehow Does Darryl still have a shot at 
drinks a gallon of • the job? 
Long Island ice tea Sherman Helmsley has the an-
atafraternityparty, swer in a cameo appearance. 
not tasting any of 'Senseless'isagenuinelyfunny 
it. film. I confess, !actually laughed a 
He tries to cheat lot during it. I was shocked. 
on his girlfriend, Upon hearing that I had tickets 
janice(Tamara Tay- to the preview, I wasn't very en-
lor), but can't be- thusiastic. I thought just what I 
ca use well, he need, another boring, unfunny so-
urn m ... loses his called comedy. 
sense of touch at But Marlon Wayans really im-
thewrongmoment pressed me. He was hilarious, 
In the end, natu- David Spade was in his realm as 
rally, Darryl shows snobby Mayflower material and 
up for the final in- Rip Torn was his usual over-the-
terviewwearingan top self. 
obnoxiously lime But therealscenestealerisMat-
green leisure suit, thew Lillard ('Scream') as Darryl's 
equipped with a very passionate roommate, Tim 
turquoise butterfly La Four. 
He is a finalist for the job of 
junior Analyst at Smythe-Bates,a 
jobwhichwouldpayhim$60,000 
a year immediately and if he can 
Marton Wayans and David Spade 
star in "Senseless." 
collar. 'Senseless' is a very funny 
Thenhepredict.- movie and will not disappoint. 
ably pees his pants, Check it out, it would be senseless 
oddly enough his not to. 
Don't sleep 
your break 
away. 
Get out of 
bed and 
checkout 
a busy week 
of 
entertainment 
inOeveland 
Wdl, now it's almost Spring 
Brcaktime.We'resurethatsome 
of you are looking/or something 
to do to keep you entertained 
ovcrbreah.so here's a little over· 
view of what's coming to the big 
screen, concert halls, the tube 
and your local music shacks. 
Concerts 
Friday, Feb. 27, Friday,Cleve-
landfavorites,BrownieMaryre-
turn to the Odeon with the 
Simpletons and Everything. 
Also playing that night are Ro-
mansGoHomeandSonofSlam 
at Peabody's DownUnder. Fri· 
day, Feb.28,ChantalKreviazuk 
brings her unique talents to the 
Odeon and the Clarks headline 
at Peabody's Downunder. 
Thursday; March 1, Limp Bizkit 
will rock the Agora. Had 
enough? If not check out Para-
...yf '~• .L .u. -L",-{T...,. 
ernonThursday,March5:Malce 
sure tocatchJCUsown, Tender 
Blindspot as they share an 
Odeon show with Cycle and 
Strip on friday, March 6. It'll 
make Adam Prestak happy. If 
you're still walking on Sunday, 
March 7, party with Our Larly 
Peace at the Odeon That is as-
suming you have tickets, the 
show's been sold out for two 
weeks. 
Movies 
'Titanic' still reignssu preme, 
recently becoming the higheSt 
grossing movie of all-time. But 
hanging on strong for the last 
two weeks in the second slot is 
the 'Wedding Singer; starring 
Adam Sandler and Drew 
Barrymore. New releases on the 
27th include 'Dark City,' from 
thedirectorof the'Crow,'which 
stars Kiefer Sutherland, and 
"Kissing a fooL • stars 'Friends', 
David Schwimmer and jason 
Lee of 'Chasing Amy' and 
'Mallrats'fame.Newreleaseson 
March 6 include 'Hush' starring 
Gwyneth Paltrow and the 
Cohen brothers follow-up to 
'Fargo,' 'The Big Lebowski,' 
starring jeff Bridges, john 
Goodman and Steve Buscemi. 
Television 
There is nothing really 
worth mentioning on the tele-
vision front for the coming 
week other than a new'Seinfeld' 
and thankfully no more Win-
ter Olympics. If I never hear the 
name Michelle TaFoya again, 
it 'II be too early. 
Enjoy your spring break and 
start prtparingfor Marcy Play-
ground at the Peabody's 
DownUnderonSt. Pat rick'sDay 
andforthe relea.seojMadonna:S 
new CD 
-Aaron Baker 
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Men·s basketball 
captures OAC title 
Blue Streaks take 10-game winning streak 
into postseason conference tournament 
Matt Ray! 
Staff Reporter 
With a ten-game winning 
streak, an undefeated season at 
horne and an Ohio Athletic Con-
ferenceregularseasonchampion-
ship under its belt, the john Carroll 
University men's basketball team 
isentering the postseason on a roll. 
The Blue Streaks (19-5, 15-3 
OAC) defeated Marietta, 90-70, on 
Saturday at the Don Shu! a Sports 
Center in the final OAC regular 
season game of the year. Because 
of Ohio Northern's loss to Capital, 
JCU won the OAC title outright, 
gaining homecourtadvantage for 
the OAC postseason tournament 
If JCU advances to the semifinals, 
it will host both thesemifinalsand 
final game of theOAC tournament 
Friday and Saturday night. 
"We have been picked to win 
theOACcham p10nship before and 
not won it," JCU head coach Mike 
Moran said. "It seems like all three 
Artie Taylor and Michael Pap (shielded by Taylor) pressure a 
Marietta opponent during Saturday's contest. 
times that we'vewon it, we've been 
either picked third or fourth. We 
just hung in there, and when the 
dust cleared. our neck was stick-
ing out just a little farther." 
jCU has been unstoppable re-
cently at home, finishing 9-0 this 
season to extend its home win-
ning streak to 16 games dating 
back to last season. The catalyst 
for JCU may have been two losses 
in early january in California. 
"Maybe playing in California 
like we did was beneficial," Moran 
said. "With defeats [like thosel you 
can either learn from them or you 
can let them bury you. Maybe they 
served as a cold splash of water in 
the face, telling us we had defi-
ciencies and areas we had to im-
prove upon." 
The team hopes to continue its 
success at home this week, since 
the OAC tournament champion 
receivesanautomatic berth in the 
NCAA Division Ill tournament. 
The 1ast time that jCU held the 
No.1 seed in the tournament, it fell 
in the first round to Muskingum 
in 1996. 
"Now that we're on a roll, our 
next goal is to win the OAC tour-
nament and get the automatic bid 
into the NCAA's," junior Mark 
Heidorf said. "We won't be sa tis 
lied with just.going tcnhe N 
and giving it our best shot. We'd 
like to win a couple of games and 
make some noise, and go as far as 
7 
Geoff Byrne attempts a shot during Saturday's OAC-cllnching 
victory over Marietta. 
possible, as opposed to the last 
couple of years, when we were just 
happy to get there.' 
JCU hosted Marietta for the sec-
ond time in five days in tourna-
ment action last night. In a con-
test on Saturday, JCU turned a 
seven-point halftime lead into a 
convincing 90-70 victory. Senior 
Artie Taylor had a game-high 27 
points to leadJCU. 
"We were patient enough to let 
the game unfold," Moran said. "A 
lot of times you forget you win the 
game basket by basket, with every 
possession. When you lose sight 
of that, that's when you run into 
trouble. When the opportunity 
arose, we changed a couple o£ de 
fenses,hi ta sof t nerve[in Marietta's 
of ense and the kids jumped on 
it." 
Winning theOACtitle at horne 
on Senior Day was extra special 
for JCU's five seniors: Ian Daum, 
Ryan Eskridge, Michael Pap, Artie 
Taylor and Chris Thomas. 
"When you come in together 
[as freshmenl you hope that when 
you leave, you leave on a high note," 
Thomas said. "I thmk that ulti-
mately you want to leave on some 
kind of positive. For this senior 
class, it means a lot unity-wise for 
us to try and wm out the season at 
home. It would be a culmination 
to a great year." 
Last Wednesday, JCU routed 
Heidelberg, 89-7 0, behind Taylor's 
game-high 19 points and 20 re· 
bounds (a career-high). Heidel-
berg made only five shots from 
the field in the first hair to fall 
behind by 18 pomts The v ictory 
was Moran' 1 Oth a head coa h 
ofJCU. Includingtht Marietta tri-
umph hehaswonlOl,second-be.st 
in school history. 
Swimmers break . 
school records at 
"Last C~ance" meet 
OAc·s on deck for track and field 
Rona Proudfoot 
Staff Reporter 
Some records fell this weekend 
whenseveraljohnCarroll Univer-
sity swimmers traveled to Case 
Western Reserve's "Last Chance· 
meet. One Blue Streak swimmer, 
though, fell short of his goal for 
the meet. 
junior Gerry Shay, who hoped 
to obtain a national qualification 
in the 200-yard freestyle, instead 
earned a B-cut, which qualifies 
him provisionally. Shay will be 
invited to compete only if other 
swim merscannot better his mark. 
"l'm happy with my swim, but 
I was disappointed not to make 
the outright cut," Shay said. 
"He's right on the bubble," JCU 
head coach Matt Lenhart ex-
plained. "He'll either be one of the 
last ones taken [to nationals! or 
one of the first ones left behind." 
Lenhart added that Shay's time 
of 1 minute, 43.83seconds, which 
broke a school record, would have 
qualified for the national meet in 
four of the past six years. 
This year, however, Shay can do 
nothing but wait and see. 
Said Shay, who won't know 
until March lO if his time has held 
up, "l've got my fingers crossed, 
but I'm not too optimistic." 
In addition to his record-break-
ingswim in the200-yard freestyle, 
Shay broke the school record in 
the 200-yard individual medley, 
with a time of 1:57.33. 
Also leaving their marks in the 
annals of JCU swimming was the 
women's 200-yard medley relay 
of senior Parnjimison,sophornore 
Shannon Murphy, and freshmen 
Carrie Scherger and K.C. 
Rambasek. 
RambasekandsophomorePete 
Wais also set records in the 100-
yard breaststrokeand backstroke, 
respectively. 
Scherger, who has already 
qualified for Nationals, will com-
pete in Saint Louis, Mo., March 12-
14. Pending determination of 
Shay'squalification status, he may 
or may not be joining her. 
Kristen Stlh 
Staff Reporter 
At the Greater Cleveland Invi-
tational, hosted by Baldwin-
Wallace last Friday, the john 
Carroll University men's track and 
field team finished second out of 
five teams with 86 points, as it 
recorded four first place and five 
second place finishes. 
Senior Matt Lemieux spear-
headed the Blue Streak attack as 
he won the pole vault by clearing 
15 feet, 2 inches, and finished sec-
ond in the 55-meter dash with a 
time of 6.75 seconds, which set a 
school record. 
junior Eric Balish took first 
place in the 400-meter run and 
joinedjuniorsSteveSpenthoff and 
Matt Tun no and sophomore jon 
Hoellei non the first-place 4 x 400 
meter relay team. Sophomore 
Andrew Waide won the longjum p. 
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In women's action,jCU placed 
fourth out of five teams with 34 
points. Sophomore Debbie Pagano 
qualified for the Ohio Athletic 
Conference championships ln 
both the 1500- and 5,000-rneter 
runs. 
Junior Kelty Baracz placed 
fourth in the shotput with a throw 
of 35 feet, ll inches, which estab-
lished a school mark. 
The 1998 OAC indoor track and 
field championships will be 
March6atOhioNorthern. For the 
men, Bittenbender,Spenthoff and 
Balish will compete. Along with 
Pagano, qualifiers for the women 
include sophomore laura Slayzk, 
sophomore Becky Kumar and 
Ferrari. 
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Brownie Mary sounds sweet 
Nick Kovach 
Entertainment Ed1tor 
Perhaps Pius burgh is the new 
Seattle. With the success of such 
acts as the Clarks and Rusted 
Root, the Pittsburgh music scene 
is grabbing headlines. Enter 
Brownie Mary, a cutting edge 
quartet from the 'Burgh. 
Originally formed in 1994 by 
vocalist Kelsey Barber and gui-
tarist RichJacquesasan acoustic 
cover duo, Brownie Mary has 
come a long way since the release 
of their debut album, Thai's Me 
in 1994. Theirthirdeffon.Nahed 
was released Feb. JO to favorable 
reviews. 
A local favorite for about three 
years, the band has a considerable 
following in the Cleveland area, 
gained largely from their live 
shows. They will be coming back 
to town Friday, Feb. 27 for a CD 
release party at the Odeon and 
then again April4attheGrogShop 
for a show withJCU'sown Tender 
Blindspot. 
Nahed is a well produced 13 
song collection of classic Brownie 
Mary acoustic based pop. The 
lead track, "Like 1 Reali y Do" ex-
hibits Barber's powerful vocals. 
Barber's stage presence, while 
"Senseless" surprises 
Not your typical Wayans' movie 
Nick Kovach 
Entertainment Editor 
Stop me if you've heard this 
one: an underprivileged, hard-
working, intelligent Afncan-
American male is up for a promi-
nent position. 
However, hismaincompetition 
for the position is a white-bred, 
lazy suburbanite, whose father 
just happens to be one of the head 
bankers at the ftrm offering the 
position. 
Sounds prwy stale doesn't it? 
Okay, try this one: add Marlon 
Wayans,David Spade,sorne body-
altering drugs and a human pin 
cush ton, and you've got a corned y 
starring a Wayans brother that is 
actually funny. 
l know it sounds crazy. David 
Spade without Chris Farley, and a 
Wayans brother without Jim 
Carey.there'snowaythiscould be 
f unny(such as 'Bulletproof,"The 
Stxth Man," and '8 Heads In A 
Duffel Bag'). But believe it or not, 
"Senseless' is a very entertaining 
film . 
Wayans plays Darryl 
Witherspoon, a s1ruggling eco-
nomtcs rna JOT at Stratford U niver-
sity, forced to work and work and 
work, just to pay his tuition. 
Darryl's mom and his three 
youngersiblmgs have been aban-
doned by his father and are de-
pendmg on him to provide them 
with a betted uture. 
Desperate to pay his last few 
bills. Darryl agrees to be a guinea 
ptg in a medical expenrnent 
whtch wtll supposedly enhance 
hts five senses 
just round up enough cash to sur-
vive, hethinks he can land the job. 
As the competition progresses, 
Darryl gets overzealous and takes 
a double dose despite Dr. Weedon's 
orders. 
This is when the hilarity be-
gins. Darryl loses control of his 
senses three days prior to the final 
competition for the junior Ana-
lyst position. 
When he meets Dr. Weedon 
the next day, the doctor tells him 
that the overdose will work 
through his system in three 
days ... what a coincidence. 
Periodically throughout the 
next three days he loses one of his 
five senses, never possessing con-
unorthodox (she rarely wears 
shoes), is nevertheless impressive .. 
The third track, "Something We 
Both Know," revolves around 
Jacques' hard driving guaar, off-
set by the almost giddy Barber's 
smiley vocals. 
Shealmostsounds happy to be 
"scarred since the day we said 
"Hello."" The only problem with 
this song is that to a trained ear, it 
seems as if Rich and Kelsey were 
watching a Sears commercial 
when they wrote this one. As soon 
as I hear the first verse !just want 
to sing, "Come see the softer side 
of Sears.· 
One of the disc's best 
tracks,"Blind Obsession" has toned 
down vocals that are a refreshing 
addition to the record. "Blind Ob-
session" features subtly placed 
keyboard sounds over the strong 
bassli nes Ia id down by Ron Bissell. 
The title track, "Naked" is 
clearlythe trophy winner. "Naked" 
is receiving steady airplay on 
WENZ-FM/107.9, and with the 
band's upcoming visits it should 
stay there. 
A rough criticism on young lov-
ers, Barber's lyrics are those of a 
pessimistic, naive girl. "It doesn't 
matter if !live or die, once you've 
seen me naked." That doesn't 
sound like a relationship with a 
very big upside. 
Can you spell Alanis? 
Rounding out the album are 
three or four more solid tracks. 
"I'll Be The One" is an old song in 
the Brownie Mary catalogue. 
Origina lly ti tled "Bitch," 
Jacques added a little more vol-
ume and a little more bass. What 
came out was a much improved 
song. 
"Grear· could easily pass for a 
Toad the Wet Sprocket cut if 11 
weren 't for the Tanya Donnelly 
like vocals laid down by Barber. 
Her voice sounds exactly like the 
former Belly lead singer.'s. 
What would happen if you 
gave Ani DiFranco a bassist and a 
drummer?- "Memphis." The elev-
enth track on Naked echoes of the 
folk superstar's influence. "I saw it 
on the X-Files. Mulder thinks the 
way I do." 
Overall, Naked is a very lis-
tenable alburn.lt is strong enough 
from start to finish to endure for 
the 50 plus minutes it runs. 
With a rna jor label contract 
(Elektra's Blackbird) and a well-
established fan base, Brownie 
Mary's music is good enough to 
keep them clothed for a while. 
Brownie Mary will perform 
tomorrow night at the Odeon with 
the Simpletons and Everything. 
Matthew Lillard plays a human pin cushion in 
"Senseless." 
trol of all five at any given mo- urine glows in the dark, indicar-
ment. He wanders blind through ing that his system has been 
the streets of Downtown New cleansed as Dr. Weedon had pre-
York City, eventually getting dieted. 
mugged and having Finally, he loses his hearing 
his clothes stolen. midway through the interview. 
He somehow Does Darryl still have a shot at 
drinks a gallon of · the job? 
Long Island ice tea Sherman Helmsley has the an-
atafraternity party, swer in a cameo appearanec. 
not tasting any of 'Senseless"isagenuinelyfunny 
it. film.! confess, !actually laughed a 
He tries to cheat lot during iL I was shocked. 
on his girlfriend, Upon hearing that I had tickets 
Janice (Tamara Tay- to the preview, I wasn't very en-
lor), but can't be- thusiastic. I thought just what I 
cause well, he need, another boring, unfunny so-
urnm ... loses his called comedy. 
sense of touch at But Marlon Wayans really im-
thewrongrnoment pressed me. He was hilarious, 
lntheend,nar.u- David Spade was in his realm as 
rally,Darrylshows snobby Mayflower material and 
up for the final in- Rip Torn was his usual over-the-
terview wearing an top self. 
obnoxiously lime But therealscenestealerisMat-
green leisure suit, thew Lillard ("Scream") as Darryl's 
equipped with a very passionate roommate, Tim 
turquoise butterfly LaFour. 
He is a finalist for the job of 
Jumor AnalystatSmythe-Bates,a 
job which would pay him $60,000 
a year Immediately and 1f he can 
Marton Wayans and David Spade 
star in "Senseless." 
collar. "Senseless" is a very funny 
Thenhepredict- movie and will not disappoint. 
ably pees his pants, Check it out, it would be senseless 
oddly enough his notto. 
Don~ sleep 
your break 
away. 
Get out of 
bed and 
checkout 
a~yweek 
of 
entertainment 
inOeveland 
Well, now it's almost Spring 
Breaktime.We'resurethatsome 
of you are looking.for something 
to do to keep you entertained 
over break, so here'> a Iii tie ovtr-
viewof what's coming to the big 
screen, concert halls, the tube 
and your local music shacks. 
Concerts 
Friday,Feb.27,Friday,Cleve-
land favorites, Brownie Maryre-
rurn to the Odeon with the 
Simpletons and Everything. 
Also playing that night are Ro-
mans Go Home and Son of Slam 
at Peabody's DownUndet Fri-
day, Feb.28,Chanta1Kreviazuk 
brings her unique talents to the 
Odeon and the Clarks headline 
at Peabody's Downunder. 
Thursday,Marchl,LimpBizkit 
will rock the Agora. Had 
enough?lf not check out Para-
...al •..L .L- ~. -1'-lT4u. 
emonThursday,Mareh5.Malte 
sure tocatchJCU'sown, Tender 
Blindspot as they share an 
Odeon show with Cyde and 
Strip on Friday, March 6 .. It'll 
make Adam Prestak happy. If 
you're sti U walking on Sunday, 
March 7, partpyith Our Lady 
Peace ar the Odeon. That is as-
suming you have tickets, the 
show's been sold out for two 
weeks. 
Movies 
'Titali.ic'stillreignssupreme, 
recently becoming the highest 
grossing movie of all-time. But 
hanging on strong for the last 
two weeks in the second slot is 
the "Wedding Singer,' starring 
Adam Sandler and Drew 
Barrymore.Newreleasesonthe 
27th include "Dark City,' from 
the director of rhe•erow,'wh1ch 
stars Kiefer Sutherland, and 
"Kissing a Fool,' stars "Friends·. 
David Schwimmer and jason 
Lee of ·chasing Amy' and 
'Mallrats•fame.Newreleaseson 
March6include•Hush"starring 
Gwyneth Paltrow and the 
Cohen brothers follow-up to 
"Fargo." "The Big Lebowski,' 
starring Jeff Bridges, John 
Goodman and Steve Buscemi. 
Television 
There is nothing really 
worth mentioning on the tele-
vision front for the coming 
week other thana new"Seinfeld" 
and thankfully no more Win-
ter Olympics. If I never hear the 
name Michelle TaFoya again, 
it'll be too early. 
Enjoy your spring break and 
start preparingfor Marcy Play-
ground at the Peabody's 
Down Under on St. Patrick'sDay 
andforthereleaseofMadonna's 
new CD 
-Aaron Baker 
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Men·s basketball 
captures OAC title 
Blue Streaks take 10-game winning streak 
into postseason conference tau rnament 
Matt Rayl 
Staff Reporter 
With a ten-game winning 
streak, an undefeated season at 
home and an Ohio Athletic Con-
ference regular season cham.pion-
shi p under its belt, the john Carroll 
University men's basketball team 
is entering the postseason on a roll. 
The Blue Streaks (19-5, 15-3 
OAC) defeated Marietta, 90-70, on 
Saturday at the Don Shula Sports 
Center in the final OAC regular 
season game of the year. Because 
of Ohio Northern's loss to Capital, 
JCU won the OAC title outright, 
gaining home court advantage for 
the OAC postseason tournamenl 
If JCU advances to the semifinals, 
it will host both thesernifinalsand 
fina I game of the OAC tournament 
Friday and Saturday night. 
"We have been picked to win 
theOACchampionship before and 
not won it,' JCU head coach Mike 
Moran said. "It seems like all three 
Artie Taylor and Michael Pap (shielded by Taylor) pressure a 
Marietta opponent during Saturday's contest. 
times that we've won it, we've been 
either picked third or fourth. We 
just hung in there, and when the 
dust cleared. our neck was stick-
ing out just a little farther." 
JCU has been unstoppable re-
cently at home. finishing 9-0 this 
season to extend its home win-
ning streak to 16 games dating 
back to last season. The catalyst 
for JCU may have been two losses 
in early january in California. 
"Maybe playing in California 
like wed id was beneficia 1," Moran 
said. "With defeats !like those!, you 
can either learn from them or you 
can lett hem bury you. Maybe they 
served as a cold splash of water in 
the face , telling us we had defi-
ciencies and areas we had to i m-
prove upon." 
The team hopes to continue its 
success at home this week, since 
the OAC tournament champion 
receives an automatic berth in the 
NCAA Division Ill tournament. 
The last time that JCU held the 
No.1 seed in the tournament, it fell 
in the first round to Muskingum 
in 1996. 
"Now that we're on a roll, our 
next goal is to win the OAC tour-
nament and get the automatic bid 
into the NCAA's," junior Mark 
Heidorf said. "We won't be satis-
fied with just.going to the,., .. .-~ 
and giving it our best shot. We'd 
like to win a cou pie of games and 
make some noise, and go as far as 
7 
Geoff Byrne attempts a shot during Saturday's OAC·dinching 
victory over Marietta. 
possible, as opposed to the last 
couple of years, when wewerejust 
happy to get there." 
jCU hosted Marietta forthesec-
ond time in five days in tourna-
ment action last night. In a con-
test on Saturday, jCU turned a 
seven-point halftime lead into a 
convincing 90-70 victory. Senior 
Artie Taylor had a game-high 27 
points to leadjCU. 
"We were patient enough to let 
the game unfold," Moran said. "A 
lot of times you forget you win the 
game basket by basket, with every 
possession. When you lose sight 
of that, that's when you run into 
trouble. When the opportunity 
arose, we changed a couple of de-
fenses,hitasof t nerve[in Mar ietta'~ 
offensel and the kids jumped on 
ic." 
Winning theOACtitleat horne 
on Senior Day was extra special 
for jCU's five seniors: Ian Daum, 
Ryan Eskridge, Michael Pap, Anie 
Taylor and Chris Thomas. 
"When you come in together 
[as freshmenlyou hope that when 
youleave,you leave on a htgh n01e," 
Thomas said. "1 think that ulti -
mate! y you want to leave on some 
kind of positive_ For this sen1or 
class, it means a lot unity-wise for 
us to try and win out the season at 
home. It would be a culmination 
to a great year." 
Last Wednesday, JCU routed 
Heidelberg,89-70, behind Taylor's 
game-high 19 points and 20 re-
bounds (a career-high). Heidel-
berg made only five shots from 
the field in the first half to fall 
behind by \B pomt> The vlctory 
w M ran's 1 Oth a he d coach 
orJCU.Includingt~Marietratri­
umph,hehaswonlOl,second-best 
in school history 
Swimmers break 
school records at 
"Last Chance" meet 
OAc·s on deck for track and field 
Rona Proudfoot 
Staff Reporter 
Some records fell this weekend 
whenseveraljohnCarroll Univer-
sity swimmers traveled to Case 
Western Reserve's "Last Chance" 
meet. One Blue Streak swimmer, 
though, fell short of his goal for 
the meet. 
junior Gerry Shay, who hoped 
to obtain a national qualification 
in the 200-yard freestyle, instead 
earned a B-cut, which qualifies 
him provisionally. Shay will be 
invited to compete only if other 
swimrnerscannot better his mark. 
"I'm happy with my swim, but 
I was disappointed not to make 
the outright cut," Shay said. 
"He's right on the bubble," JCU 
head coach Matt Lenhart ex-
plained. "He'll either be one of the 
last ones taken [to nationals! or 
one of the first ones left behind" 
Lenhart added that Shay's time 
of 1 minute, 43.83 seconds, which 
broke a school record , would have 
qualified for the national meet in 
four of the past six years. 
This year, however, Shay can do 
nothing but wait and see. 
Said Shay, who won't know 
until March 10 if his time has held 
up, "I've got my fingers crossed, 
but I'm not too optimistic." 
In addition to his record-break-
ingswim in the200-yard freestyle, 
Shay broke the school record in 
the 200-yard individual medley, 
with a time of 1:57.33. 
Also leaving their marks in the 
annals of]CU swimming was the 
women's 200-yard medley relay 
of senior Pam] imison,sophomore 
Shannon Murphy, and freshmen 
Carrie Scherger and K.C. 
Rambasek. 
RambasekandsophomorePete 
Wais also set records in the 100-
yard breaststroke and backstroke, 
respectively. 
Scherger, who has already 
qualified for Nationals, will com-
pete in Saint Louis, Mo., March 12-
14. Pending determination of 
Shay'squalification status, he may 
or may not be joining her. 
Kristen Stlh 
Staff Reporter 
At the Greater Cleveland Invi-
tational, hosted by Baldwin-
Wallace last Friday, the john 
Carroll Universitymen'strackand 
field team finished second out of 
five teams with 86 points, as it 
recorded four first place and five 
second place finishes. 
Senior Matt Lemieux spear-
headed the Blue Streak attack as 
he won the pole vault by clearing 
IS feet, 2 inches, and finished sec-
ond in the 55-meter dash with a 
time of 6.75 seconds, which set a 
school record. 
Junior Eric Ba lish took first 
place in the 400-meter run and 
joinedjuniorsSteveSpenthoff and 
Matt Tunno and sophomore jon 
Hoelleinon thefirst-place 4 x 400 
meter relay team. Sophomore 
Andrew Waide won the longjump. 
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with your Student I.D. card. 
In women's action,jCU placed 
fourth out of five teams with 34 
points. Sophomore Debbie Pagano 
qualified for the Ohio Athletic 
Conference championships in 
both the 1500- and 5,000-meter 
runs. 
Junior Kelly Baracz placed 
fourth in the shotputwith a throw 
of 35 feet, ll inches, which estab-
lished a school mark. 
The 1998 OAC indoor track and 
field championships will be 
March6atOhioNorthern. For the 
men, Bittenbender,Spenthoff and 
Balish will compete. Along with 
Pagano, qualifiers for the women 
include sophomore Laura Slayzk, 
sophomore Becky Kumor and 
Ferrari. 
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••A-Train .. on track with Blue Streaks 
Artie Taylor nearly left]CU for Purdue, but his decision to stay has proven beneficial 
Brian Murphy 
Sports Editor 
His nickname is the "A-Train," which 
would have fit in well at Purdue Univer-
sity where the Boilermakers' logo is a lo-
comotive. 
But luckily for senior Artie Taylor and 
the john Carroll University men's basket-
ball program. Taylor decided the right 
photo by Sora Feo 
Artie Taylor in action last week 
against Marietta. 
track was in University Heights, Ohio, and 
not West Lafayene, lnd. Taylor has been 
one of the key cars in a successful Blue 
Streaks' train over the past four years. But 
that almost was not the case as Taylor 
nearly left for bigger, but not necessarily 
better, things. 
Following his freshman year at JCU, 
Taylor entertained the notion of transfer-
ring to Purdue, which is about 45 minutes 
from his home in Indianapolis. Actually, 
he did a little more than just ponder the 
idea. He obtained a student identification 
card and scheduled classes. In his own 
words, he was really close to leavingJCU. 
"I thought he was gone,"JCU head coach 
Mike Moran said 
Taylor had talked to. Purdue head coach 
Gene Keady and some of hisassistants,all 
of whom he knew from his high school 
days when he attended their basketball 
camps. Taylor said he was told by Keady 
that he would make the team as a walk-on 
and would be given the chance to work for 
a scholarship, but receive very little, if 
any, playing time. For Taylor, though, it 
would have satisfied a personal goal. 
"I always wanted to play Division I bas-
ketball," he said. "l just wanted to give it a 
shot. I didn't want to go through life say-
ing,'l could've played ifl had the opportu-
nity, but I didn't take it.' I wanted them to 
tell me I couldn't." 
Moran decided to get involved. He 
talked with Bruce Weber, a Purdue assis-
tant, whom Moran knew from his days as 
a high school coach. Moran said that We-
ber told him only one walk-on had played 
for Purdue in the past 1~ 20 years. 
Moran then met withTaylor and his 
parents. Moran wanted them togetacom-
mitment from Purdue saying Artie would 
have a good chance of not just practicing, 
but also being a part of the traveling team. 
Then, he would support Taylor's decision. 
"I said I'll be the first one to turn that 
TV on Saturday to watch the Big 10 ac-
tion," Moran said. "That's how I felt. I 
would never, ever try to stifle a kid's dreams 
and aspirations to go to a higher level. 
"I just said I don't think this is a good 
move for the kid," he added. 'I'm not even 
looking at it from a selfish standpoint. 
Like l said, if one can go and play at a 
higher level, that's fine. Or at least if I was 
given the impression that he was going to 
be afforded that opportunity. But that 
message did not come across." 
Taylor maintained discussions with 
Moran throughout the summer, and even-
tuallydecided not to leavejCU. 
"(Coach Moran! probably saved me a 
lot of headaches in the future," Taylor said. 
'Basically, it was me just waking up, 
opening my eyes, and looking at what was 
best form y career and at who helped me 
get to the point where l was at when l was 
going to transfer," said Taylor of his reason 
for not leaving. 
"Now that I think about it, there's not 
many guys that would say they would 
rather go sit the bench for four years in-
stead of playing at a good program," Tay-
lor said. 
And play at a good program he has. 
First the playing part. He has not missed a 
game in his career, a streak that stood at 
103 prior to last night's game with 
Marietta. Taylor, along with fellow-senior 
Ryan Eskridge, is poised to break the school 
record of 105 career games, held by David 
Pfundstein. Taylor has also started every 
game since his sophomore year, a span of 
78 contests prior to last night. 
Now the good program part. The Blue 
Streaks' record prior to last night during 
Taylor's tenure is 71-32, including 58-20in 
games he has started. The 71 victories are 
the most in a four-year span in school 
history. He's also been part of two OAC 
regular season championship teams, in-
cluding this year's squad, and NCAA Di-
vision Ill playo£f teams the past two years. 
The 6-foot, 7 -inch, 220-pound forward 
has been a dominant force in the OAC this 
year. He is averaging 15.8 points and 8.8 
rebounds per game, seventh and second 
in the OAC. He is also shooting 53.8 per-
cent from the field, fifth in the OAC. Last 
week, he became the seventh player in 
school hisrory to record both l,OOOpoints 
and 600 rebounds in a career. 
"I love him just because he has a tre-
mendous work ethic," Moran said, adding, 
"He comes to play and practice hard every 
day. And that's the best compliment l can 
give a player." 
And what does thefuturehold? A self-
professed dreamer, Taylor would like togo 
overseas to continue playing basketball. 
"l'm going to try to the best of my abili-
ties to pursue that," he said. "But if not , I'm 
not going to let that set me back." 
The" A-Train· sim pi y will roll right on. 
OAC Champion hi 
on mat for wrestling 
]CU to host event this Saturday 
Mark Boleky 
Assistant Sports Editor 
The John Carroll University 
wrescling team is hoping that 
momentum means more than ex-
perience at this year's Ohio Ath-
letic Conference Championships. 
1998 OAC Wrestling 
Championships 
Saturday at 10:00 a.m. 
at Don Shula Sports Center 
Tlck<LS. S4 Adults, S2 Srudenrs 
Six of thelOstarters for the Blue 
Streaks are making their first ap-
pearance at the OAC Champion-
ships, but just about all of them 
having been tearing up their op-
ponents as of late. 
season, and 21-3 lifetime against 
OACopponents. He is ranked No. 
2 in the nation at 167 pounds, 
photo by J•ma Mitchell 
Senior Chris Roman. pictured above during a match with Mount Union earlier this seasOf\ is ranked 
No.2 in the nation at 142 pounds. He has finished fourth, third and second at the past three OAC 
Championships. 
Just to name a few,senior Chris 
Roman has not lost a match since 
Nov. 8,junior Jim Ayers has won 13 
of his last l4 matches, and junior 
Mike Stull is9-1 in hislastlO bouts. 
Junior Justin Kerr is 25-1 this 
JCU head coach Kerry 
Volkmann is quire confident about 
the. Blue Streaks' chances, al-
though injuries have hit the squad 
frequently this year. 
'We have been succeeding this 
season in spite of the fact that we 
are missing four starters from the 
lineup that we had envisioned at 
the start of the year,' Volkmann 
said. 'As a result of in juries or 
deletions, we had to make the nec-
essary adjustmen~. 
REGGAE! Coun m Nl1!- $.50 DRAFTS 
No CoYa POll LAoms III!RBtE 11 P.M. 
IJVE BLUES Wl1B MnEs Bmlm 
JCU LAmEs' NIGBI $1 WELL DRINKS 
PBAB PIIRmAYs (21+ GUYS; 19+ LADIES) 
Dmm - BOOSE - Om Sc:aooi. - DANCE 
Gum DJs AND NO COVER BEFOiE 11 P.M. 
IJVE ALTERNATIVE MUSIC: THE llum 
LUCK 0' THE IRISH 
The International Studies Center presents 
Northern Ireland Cultural Immersion 
Saturday, March 21, 1998. 
This program enables participants to understand Northern 
Irish culture through history, literature, music, food & film. 
An "All Irish" luncheon will be held 
at Rannery's Pub Restaurant & Bar 
at $10.00 per person. 
Great fun & learning experience 
for all who attend! 
For reservations or questions call 
the International Studies Center 
3974320. 
"The kids we will send to the 
mat on Saturday have received a 
good measure of experience 
against top caliber competition, 
and, hopefully, that will pay off.' 
The Championships will be at 
JCU for the first time since 1991. 
Mount Union has won the last 
three titles. JCU last won in 1994, 
and finished second last year. 
JCUdominated in winning the 
OAC Dual Meet Championships 
three weeks ago at Capital. 
Saturday's competition will be a 
different format from the dual 
meet event, though, as each wres-
tler enters his individual bracket 
according to his weight class. A 
wrestler earns points for his team 
depending on how far he goes, and 
the team with the most points at 
the end wins the title. 
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Women's hoops shows promise as season ends 
Mark Boleky 
Assistant Sports Editor 
The john Carroll University women's 
basketball team probably wishes it could 
play Marietta every week. 
Streaks cruised to a lOD-63 victory in the 
first round of the Ohio Athletic Conference 
playoffs. 
Of the Blue Streaks' 10 wins this season, 
which ended Tuesday with a 68-54loss at 
Mount Union, three have come over 
Marietta. JCU ended the season eighth in 
the OAC with a 7-13 conference record,l0-
16 overall . 
"!The year! was a little disappointing," 
freshman center Meghann Hubach said. 
"We struggled there for a while when we 
were only playing well for one half in a 
game. We've had our moments, though." 
points, hitting 6-of -8 three point shots. 
'She played an exceptiona I game, and it 
was really a phenomenal way to end her 
career,' JCU head coach Carol Dugan said. 
Marrapese,fourth all-time in school his-
tory in assists, picked up her scoring with 
more timeat the two-guard position. Fresh-
manjill DiPiero has played more at the point 
guard spot recently. 
The Blue Streaks picked up two wins 
this past week over the Pioneers. In the 
regular season finale Saturday,jCU won at 
Marietta, 57-49. Two days later, the Blue 
Some of]CU's top moments of the 1997-
98 season have indeed come against 
Manetta. which yielded 100 points to the 
Blue Streaks twice this season. 
The Pioneers gave the Blue Streaks a scare 
this weekend, though. After a three-hour 
bus ride,jCU wore down and was outscored 
in the second half, but held on to win by 
eight. Mariet ta played well despite a team 
made up entirely of freshmen and one 
sophomore. Junior forward Erin Stehle led 
JCU with 16poi nts,and junior forward A njie 
Chet recorded ll rebounds. 
"They gave us a bit of a surprise and 
made some runs in the second hall ," H ubach 
said. "We really didn't shoot well [27 per-
cent from thefield].and we weren't expect-
ing it to be that close.' 
Mount Union wasn't expectmg the Blue 
Streaks to play them so close! y, either, m 
Tuesday's second round OAC playoff game 
JCU came out extremely slow, barely scor-
ing through the first eight minutes. 
DiPiero and other underclassmen cer-
tainly got their share of playing time in 
Monday's blowout of Marietta. Nine play-
ers scored at least six potnts for JCU, led by 
sophomore guard jackie Tadych's l3. Every 
player got playing time for JCU. 
The increased umc m the past few weeks 
for JCU's freshmen is no mistake, as Dugan 
IS looking toward next year. The squad will 
be losingthreestarters in Biehle, Marrapese, 
and Molly Brenlove. 
Hubach ended the year as the team 
leader m rebounds, and freshman jaime 
Rochon assumed a starting role m1dway 
through the season Freshman Kat1e 
Cervenik has shown sparks as an outside 
shooter. 
JCU sophomore Allison Likar drives to the basket against a Marietta defender in 
the Blue Streaks 100-63 win at home Monday over the Pioneers. 
Down 3l-l9at halftime,JCU cut the lead 
to as little as seven with the help of Chris-
tine Marrapese's strong outside shooting. 
The sen ior guard scored a career-high 26 
"I think we do need to look at the under-
classmen for next year,' Dugan said. "If it's 
any mdication [of their abtlities], it was a 
combination of them on the court that made 
the run (against Mount Union], and rhey've 
really been doing well lately' 
BIEHLE 
continued from page 1 
graduate fromjCU until after the 
1998fallsemester, but willalread y 
have begun graduate school 
classes. She intends to return next 
year in May to walk in the jCU 
graduation ceremonies. 
She has been accepted at her 
first choice, Ohio State, and inter-
viewed at the University of Ken· 
tucky last week. 
B1ehle, who would one day like 
to coach hasketball,saidshechose 
dentistry because it allows her to 
balance a career and family. 
"Talking with dentists, they've 
said it's easy to balance the two," 
said Biehle,an Academic All-QAC 
honorable mention and GTE Aca · 
demic All-District IV third team 
member last year. 
Although she is leaving JCU 
after only three years, she has not 
had an excessive course load. She 
came tojCU with 14 cred its from 
advanced placement classes she 
took in high school, and said she 
has averaged 16 or 17 hours per 
semester. 
And she's duplica ted her suc-
cess in the classroom on the bas-
ketball court. Biehle, a .5--foot, !l-
inch forward , was averaging 9.6 
points and 4.8 rebounds per game 
prior toT uesday night's game with 
Mount Union. 
A 68-54 defeat officially 
brought Biehle's career to an end. 
"I'm very, very proud of her, 
very, very happy for her," saidJCU 
head coach Carol Dugan, whose 
first recruit was Biehle. "But if I 
had my way, l'd love for her to play 
her final year.· 
But Biehle will not return. 
Dugan acknowledged that by in-
Artie Taylor 
Senior, Basketball 
Named OAC Player 
the Week with 46 points 
and 31 rebounds in two 
games. Led JCU in 
scoring and rebounding 
in both games, and 
shot 14-of-26 from 
field and 18-of-22 from 
Junior, Track & Field 
Placed first in the 
400-meter race at the 
Greater Cleveland 
Invitational Friday. 
Also ran with the first-
place winning 4 x 
400-meter relay team. 
Helped men's team 
dud ing her as part of the Blue 
Streaks' Senior Night on Feb.l7. It 
was something Biehle greatly ap-
preciated. 
"It's just a good memory to cap 
off my entire basketball career," 
Biehle said. 
Prior to that night's game. 
Biehle was honored along with 
seniors Molly Brenlove and Chris-
tine Marrapese. Biehle walked to 
center court accompanied by her 
parents, Tim and Debbie, and her 
sister, tephanie, 7. he three play-
ers reveived a drawing of them-
selvesdone by Dugan'sfather, Dick, 
flowers , balloons and a post-game 
reception. 
She burst onto the scene her 
freshman year, averaging 26 min-
utes,ll.9 points and 5.7 rebounds 
pergame,allteam-highs. She also 
shot an OAC -leading 59.2 percent 
from the field 
Biehle seems to be especially 
fond of field goal percentage 
records. She willleavejCU as the 
school leader in career field goal 
percentage, having made 55.6 per-
cent of her attempts. The closest 
pursuer stands at 49.5 percent. 
Biehle also holds two of the top 
five field goal percentages for a 
single season atJCU. 
She also holds the field goal per-
centage mark for a single game, 
season and career at her high 
school, Ursuline Academy in Cin-
cinnati. 
"I'm going to miss her," Dugan 
said. 
Women's tennis 
begins title defense 
Kristen Stlh 
Staff Reporter 
After winning the Ohio 
Athletic Conference title last 
year. head coach Toby Perry is 
feelmg pretty good about the 
ohn ar o l Univ rs1 y 
women!; tennis team'schanccs 
this year. 
"We are gomg to be nght up 
their in contention for the con-
ference championship," he said. 
"We have a lot of depth, which 
makes us a very strong team." 
This past weekend, the Blue 
Streaks defeated Oberlin, 5-4. 
It was the first victory over 
Oberlin in Perry's four years at 
jCU. 
Senior Jennifer Schwartz, 
sophomore Karen Rizzuto, and 
freshmen Marla Marino and 
Jessica Theis picked up singles 
wins. Marino and sophomore 
Lisa Vielhauer teamed up for 
the Blue Streaks' only doubles 
victory. 
TheBlueStreaksopened the 
season by falling to Denison, 9-
0. "It wasn't a true showing of 
how well we actually played," 
Perry said. "We barely lost in 
our smgle matches, so 1 he fi -
nalscoredidn't show how well 
we actually competed against 
them." 
This weekend,jCU will be 
flying, o[f to Hatne5 City, Fla 
· h B ue Su w1ll be 11 
Florida for more than a Mek 
and will compete against five 
differem colleges. Aside from 
tennis, the team has plans to 
attend a Cleveland Indians 
spring training session, take a 
trip to Walt Disney World and, 
of course, sunbathe. 
"We will also be focusing 
on working hard and improv-
ing our consistency, and try-
ing to improve our doubles 
reams," Perry said. "They need 
to learn more about strategy 
and court awareness." 
Last year's squad was 13-3 
overall, and 9-0 in the OAC 
This year's team lost only two 
players from last season to 
graduation, returning three 
singles champions and one 
doubles champions team. 
"This is a really good team 
which is fun to work with and 
very coachable," Perry said. 
SEMESTER ABROAD IN COSTA RICA 
The Organization for Tropical Studies (OTS) and Duke University are 
accepting applications for the Fall 1 998 semester for a field-oriented, 
r.cience baaed aemer.ter abroad program in Cotta Rica. Students 
earn 1 6 credit hours in tropical ecology, environmental science and policy, 
field research methods, and Spanish language and culture . 
Credits may be transferred from Duke University. 
• hond.-on experiential learning • independent field proiad5 
• cultural immersion • extended stays at remote field sites 
• home 5tay5 • extensive travel to dlvene ecosystems 
For brochure and application materials, contod 
Organization for Tropical Studies, Duko Univenily 
Tol.: (919) 68A-5774; Email: <noo@acpub.duko.edu> 
hllp./fwww.ols.duko od u 
Applicarion cleaclln• fo< 19'n Fall ,..., .... , h 
March 20, 19'n. 
. A conMJrlrum o(unh.,ersitie.s prm•iding J~ad~,.~hip in tu:ucation. reul-Vc:h 
and rile r~.\ponsibie u.re of rtalural reloUrCY~ in lh~ rwpi<.-.t. 
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.. A-Train .. on track with Blue Streaks 
Artie Taylor nearly left]CU for Purdue, but his decision to stay has proven beneficial 
Brian MurphY 
Sports Editor 
His nickname is the "A-Train," which 
would have fit in well at Purdue Univer-
sity where the Boilermakers' logo is a lcr 
comotive. 
But luckily for senior Artie Taylor and 
the John Carroll University men's basket-
ball program, Taylor decided the right 
pllooo by Solll Ftsc 
Artie Taylor Inaction last week 
against Marietta 
track was in University Heights, Ohio, and 
not West Lafayette, Ind. Taylor has been 
one of the key cars in a successful Blue 
Streaks' train over the past four years. But 
that almost was not the case as Taylor 
nearly left for bigger, but not necessarily 
better, things. 
Following his freshman year at JCU, 
Taylor entertained the notion of transfer-
ring to Purdue, which is about 45 minutes 
from his home in Indianapolis. Actually, 
he did a little more than just ponder the 
idea. He obtained a stud em identification 
card and scheduled classes. In his own 
words, he was really close to leavingJCU. 
"I thought he was gone," jCVhead coach 
Mike Moran said 
Taylor had tal ked to·Purd ue head coach 
Gene Keady and some of his assistants, all 
of whom he knew from his high school 
days when he attended their basketball 
camps. Taylor said he was told by Keady 
that he would maketheteamasawalk-on 
and would be given the cha nee to work for 
a scholarship, but receive very little, if 
any, playing time. For Taylor, though, it 
would have satisfied a personal goal. 
"I always wanted to play Division I bas-
ketball." he said. "I just wanted to give it a 
shot I didn't want to go through life say-
ing,'lcould've played if I had the opportu-
nity, but !didn't take it.' I wanted them to 
tell me I couldn't." 
Moran decided to get involved. He 
talked with Bruce Weber, a Purdue assis-
tant, whom Moran knew from his days as 
a high school coach. Moran said that We-
bert old him only one walk-on had played 
for Purdue in the past 15-20 years. 
Moran then met withTaylor and his 
parents. Moran wanted them togetacom-
mitment from Purdue saying Artie would 
have a good chance of not just practicing, 
but also being a part of the traveling team. 
Then, he would support Taylor's decision. 
"I said I'll be the first one to turn that 
TV on Saturday to watch the Big 10 ac-
tion," Moran said. "That's how I felt. I 
would never, ever try tostiflea kid's dreams 
and aspirations to go to a higher level. 
"I just said I don't think this is a good 
move for the kid," he added. "I'm not even 
looking at it from a selfish standpoint 
Like I said, if one can go and play at a 
higher level, that's fine. Or at least if I was 
given the impression that he was going to 
be afforded that opportunity. But that 
message did not come across." 
Taylor maintained discussions with 
Moran throughout the summer, and even-
tually decided not to leaveJCU. 
"{Coach Moran] probably saved me a 
lot of headaches in the future,"Taylorsaid. 
"Basically, it was me just waking up, 
opening my eyes, and looking at what was 
best for my career and at who helped me 
get to the point where I was at when l was 
going to transfer." said Taylor of hi.s reason 
for not leaving. 
"Now that !think about it, there's not 
many guys that would say they would 
rather go sit the bench for four years in-
stead of playing at a good program." Tay-
lor said. 
And play at a good program he has. 
First the playing part He has not missed a 
game in his career, a streak that stood at 
103 prior to last night's game with 
Marietta. Taylor, along with fellow-senior 
Ryan Eskridge, is poised to break the school 
record of 105 career games, held by David 
?fundstein. Taylor has also started every 
game since his sophomore year, a span of 
78 contests prior to last night 
Now the good program part The Blue 
Streaks' record prior to last night during 
Taylor's tenure is 71-32,including58-20in 
games he has started. The 71 victories are 
the most in a four-year span in school 
history. He's also been pan of two OAC 
regular season championship teams, in-
cluding this year's squad, and NCAA Di-
vision Ill playoff teams the past two years. 
The 6-foot, 7 -inc 'h, 220-pound forward 
has been a dominant force in the OAC this 
year. He is averaging 15.8 points and 8.8 
rebounds per game, seventh and se<:ond 
in the OAC. He is also shooting 53.8 per-
cent from thefield,fifthin theOAC Last 
week, he became the seventh player in 
school history to record both 1,000 points 
and 600 rebounds i11 a career. 
"I love him just because he has a tre-
mendous work ethic." Moran said, adding, 
"He comes to play and practice hard every 
day. And that's the best compliment I can 
give a player." 
And what does the future hold? A self-
professed dreamer, Taylor would like to go 
overseas to continue playing basketball. 
"I'm going to try to the best of my abili-
ties to pursue that," he said. "But if not, I'm 
not going to let that set me back." 
The" A-Train" simpl ywill roll right on. 
OAC Champion hi 
on mat for wrestling 
]CU to host event this Saturday 
Mark Bolel<y 
Assistant Sports Editor 
The john Carroll University 
wresrling team is hoping that 
momentum means more than ex-
perience at this year's Ohio A th-
letic Conference Championships. 
Six of the lO starters for the Blue 
Streaks are making their first ap-
pearance at the OAC Champion-
ships, but just about all of them 
having been tearing up their op-
ponents as of late. 
1998 OAC Wrestling 
Championships 
Saturday at 10:00 a.m. 
at Don Shula Spom Center 
Tlcl<ets:St Aduhs,~2Students 
season, and 21-3 lifetime against 
OACopponents. HeisrankedNo. 
2 in the nation at 167 pounds, 
pbou> by jamcsMt«hdl 
Senior Chris Roman, pictured above during a match with Mount Union earlier this season, is ranked 
No.2 in the nation at 142 pounds. He has finished fourth, third and second at the past three OAC 
Championships. 
just to name a few; senior Chris 
Roman has not lost a match since 
Nov. 8,junior Jim Ayers has won 13 
of his last 14 matches, and junior 
Mike Stull is9-1 in his last lO bouts. 
junior justin Kerr is 25-l this 
JCU head coach Kerry 
Volkmann isquiteconfidentabout 
the Blue Streaks' chances, al-
though injuries have hit the squad 
frequently this year. 
"We have been succeeding this 
season in spite of the fact that we 
are missing four starters from the 
lineup that we had en visioned at 
the stan of the year,' Volkmann 
said. • As a result of injuries or 
deletions, we had to make the nec-
essary adjustment!>. 
REGGAE! Cmug m Nm!- $.50 DRAFTS 
No Cava fOR LAmEs BEPORE 11 P.M. 
LIVE BLUES W1D1 Mn.Es Bmlm 
JCU LAmEs' Nlill! $1 WELL DliNKS 
PHAB PDmm (21+ GUtS: 19+ LAIIES) 
Dum - HousE - Ow SalooL - DANCE 
Gu!sr DJs AND NO COVER BEIVIE 11 P.M. 
LIVE Al.l'ERNAl'IVE MUSIC: THE BEAns 
LUCK 0' THE IRISH 
The International Studies Center presents 
Northern Ireland Cultural Immersion 
Saturday, March 21, 1998. 
This program enables participants to understand Northern 
Irish culture through history, literature, music, food & film. 
An "All Irish" luncheon will be held 
at Flannery's Pub Restaumnt & Bar 
at $10.00 per person. 
Great fun & learning experience 
for all who attend! 
For reservations or questions call 
the International Studie> Center 
3974320. 
'The kids we will send to the 
mat on Saturday have received a 
good measure of experience 
against top caliber competition, 
and, hopefully, that will pay off: 
The Championships will be at 
JCU for the first time since 1991. 
Mount Union has won the last 
three titles. JCU last won in 1994, 
and finished second last year. 
JCU dominated in winning the 
OAC Dual Meet Championships 
three weeks ago at Capital 
Saturday's competition will be a 
different format from the dual 
meet event, though, as each wres-
tler enters his individual bracket 
according to his weight class. A 
wrestler earns points for his team 
depending on how far he goes, and 
the team with the most points at 
the end wins the title. 
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Women's hoops shows promise as season ends 
Mark Boleky points, hitting 6-of -8 three point shots. 
Assistant Sports Editor 
The John Carroll University women's 
basketball team probably wishes it could 
play Marietta every week 
Streaks cruised to a 100-63 victory in the 
first round of the Ohio Athletic Conference 
playoffs. 
Of the Blue Streaks' tO wins this season, 
which ended Tuesday with a 68-54 loss at 
Mount Union, three have come over 
Marietta JCU ended the season eighth in 
the OAC with a 7-13 conference record,10-
16 overall. 
1The year) was a little disappointing." 
freshman center Meghann Hubach said. 
"We struggled there for a while when we 
were only playing well for one half in a 
game. We've had our moments, though." 
"She played an exceptional game, and it 
was really a phenomenal way to end her 
career,' JCU head coach Carol Dugan said. 
Marrapese, fourth all-nme in school his-
tory in assists, picked up her scoring with 
more timeat the two-guard position. Fresh-
man] ill DiPierohasplayed moreatthe point 
guard spot recently. 
The Blue Streaks picked up two wins 
this past week over the Pioneers. In the 
regular season finale Saturday,JCU won at 
Marietta, 57-49. Two days later, the Blue 
F<S< 
Some of JCU's top moments of the 1997-
98 season have indeed come against 
Marietta, which yielded 100 points to the 
Blue Streaks twice this season. 
The Pioneers gave the Blue Streaks a scare 
this weekend, though. After a three-hour 
bus rideJCU wore down and was outscored 
in the second half, but held on to win by 
e1ght. Marietta played well despite a team 
made up entirely of freshmen and one 
sophomore. junior forward Erin Biehle led 
JCUwith 16points,andjunior forward Anjie 
Chet recorded 11 rebounds. 
"They gave us a bit of a surprise and 
made some runs in thesecond half,"Hubach 
said. "We really didn't shoot well {27 per-
cent from the field!. and we weren't expect-
ing it to be that close.' 
Mount Union wasn't expecting the Blue 
Streaks to play them so closely, either, in 
Tuesday's second round OAC playoff game. 
JCU came out extremely slow, barely scor-
ing through the first eight minutes. 
DiPiero and other underclassmen cer-
tainly got their share of playing time in 
Monday's blowout of Marietta. Nine play-
ers scored at least six points for JCU,led by 
sophomoreguardjackie Tady h'sl3. Every 
player got playing time for JCU. 
The increased time in the past few weeks 
for JCU's freshmen is no mistake, as Dugan 
ts lookmg toward next year. The squad will 
be losing three starters in Biehle, Marrapese, 
and Molly Brenlove. 
Hubach ended the year as the team 
leader in rebounds, and freshman Jatme 
Rochon assumed a stamng role midway 
through the season Freshman Katie 
Cervenik has shown sparks as an olllstde 
shooter. 
JCU sophomore Allison Likar drives to the basket against a Marietta defender in 
the Blue Streaks 100-63 win at home Monday over the Pioneers. 
Down 31-l9at halftime,jCUcut the lead 
to as little as seven with the help of Chris-
tine Marrapese's strong outside shooting. 
The senior guard scored a career-high 26 
' I think we do need to look at the under-
classmen for next year," Dugan said 'If It's 
any indication [of the1r abilities}, it was a 
combination of them on the courahat made 
the run [against Mount Union], and they've 
really been dotng well lately' 
BIEHLE 
continued from page 1 
graduate£ romJCU until after the 
1998 fall semester, but will already 
have begun graduate school 
classes. She intends to return next 
year in May to walk in the JCU 
graduation ceremonies. 
She has been accepted at her 
first choice, Ohio State, and inter-
viewed at the University of Ken-
tucky last week. 
Biehle, who would one day Hke 
tocoach basketball,saidshechose 
dentistry because it allows her to 
balance a career and family. 
"Talking with dentists, they've 
said it's easy to balance the two," 
said Biehle, an Academic A 11-QAC 
honorable mention and GTE Aca-
demic All-District IV third team 
member last year. 
Although she is leaving JCU 
after only three years, she has not 
had an excessive course load. She 
came ro jCU with 14 credits from 
advanced placement classes she 
took in high school, and said she 
has averaged 16 or l7 hours per 
semester. 
And she's duplicated her suc-
cess in the classroom on the bas-
ketball court. Biehle, a 5-foot,ll-
inch forward, was averaging 9.6 
points and 4.8 rebounds per game 
prior to Tuesday night's game with 
Mount Union. 
A 68-54 defeat officially 
brought Biehle's career to an end. 
"I'm very, very proud of her; 
very, very happy for her,"sa idJCU 
head coach Carol Dugan, whose 
first recruit was Biehle. "But if I 
had my way, I'd love for her to play 
her final year." 
But Biehle will not return. 
Dugan acknowledged that by in-
Artie Taylor 
Senior, Basketball 
Named OAC Player 
the Week with 46 points 
and 31 rebounds in 
Led JCU in 
Junior, Track & Field 
Placed first in the 
400-meter race at the 
Greater Cleveland 
Invitational Friday. 
Also ran with the first-
place winning 4 x 
400-meter relay team. 
Helped men's team 
take second overall. 
eluding her as part of the Blue 
Streaks' Senior Night on Feb.l7. It 
was something Biehle greatly ap-
preciated. 
"It's just a good memory to cap 
off my entire basketball career," 
Biehle said. 
Women's tennis 
begins title defense 
Prior to that night's game, 
Biehle was honored along with 
seniors Molly Brenloveand Chris-
tine Marrapese. Biehle walked to 
center court accompanied by her 
parents, Tim and Debbie, and her 
sister, rephanie, 7. The three play-
ers reveived a drawing of them-
selvesdone by Dugan's father, Dick, 
flowers, balloons and a post-game 
reception. 
She burst onto the scene her 
freshman year, averaging 26 min-
utes, ll.9 points and 5.7 rebounds 
pergame,allteam-highs. She also 
shot an OAC-leading 59.2 percent 
from the field. 
Biehle seems to be especially 
fond of field goal percentage 
records. She will leave JCU as the 
school leader in career field goal 
percentage, having made55.6 per-
cent of her attempts. The closest 
pursuer stands at 49.5 percent. 
Biehle also holds two of the top 
five field goal percentages for a 
single season atJCU. 
She also holds the field goal per-
centage mark for a single game, 
season and career at her high 
school, Ursuline Academy in Cin-
cinnati. 
"I'm going to miss her." Dugan 
said. 
Kristen Stlh 
Staff Reporter 
After winning the Ohio 
Athlettc Conference title last 
year, head coach Toby Perry is 
feeling pretty good about the 
john arro I Umv r n 
women~ tennis ream :Schances 
this year. 
"We are going to be nght up 
their in contention for the con-
ference cham pionshi p," he said. 
"We have a lot of depth, which 
makes us a very strong team." 
This past weekend, the Blue 
Streaks defeated Oberlin, 5-4. 
lt was the first victory over 
Oberlin in Perry's four years at 
JCV. 
Senior jennifer Schwartz, 
sophomore Karen Rizzuto, and 
freshmen Marla Marino and 
Jessica Theis picked up singles 
wins. Marino and sophomore 
Lisa Vielhauer teamed up for 
the Blue Streaks' only doubles 
victory. 
TheBlueStreaksopened the 
season by falling to Denison, 9-
0. "It wasn't a true showing of 
how well we actually played," 
Perry said. "We barely lost in 
our single matches, so the fi-
nal score didn't show how well 
we actually competed against 
them." 
Thi weekend,JCU will be 
flying off to Hatneo; Ci ty, Fla. 
he Blue lr a · w11l u 
Florida for more than a week 
and will compete against five 
different colleges. Aside from 
tennis, the ream has plans to 
attend a Cleveland Indians 
spring training session, take a 
trip ro Walt Disney World and, 
of course, sunbathe. 
"We will also be focusing 
on working hard and improv-
ing our consistency, and try-
ing to improve our doubles 
teams,' Perry said. 'They need 
to learn more about strategy 
and court awareness." 
Last year's squad was 13-3 
overall, and 9-0 in the OAC 
This year's team lost only two 
players from last season to 
graduation, returning three 
singles champions and one 
doubles champions team. 
"This is a really good team 
which is fun to work with and 
very coachable." Perry said. 
SEMESTER ABROAD IN COSTA RICA 
The Organization for Tropical Studies {OTS) and Duke University are 
accepting applications lor the Fall 1998 semester for a field-oriented, 
5cience based 5eme5ter abroad program in Co5ta Rica. Students 
·earn 16 credit hours in tropical ecology, environmental science and policy, 
field research methods, and Spanish language and culture. 
Credits may be ~ransferntd from Duke University. 
• hands-on experiential learning • independent field projeds 
• cultural immersion • extended stays at remote field sites 
• home stays • extensive travel to diverse ecosystems 
For brochure and application materials, contact 
Organizatiott for Tropical Studies, Duke University 
To/.: {919) 684-577 4; Email · <noo®11cpub.duko.edv> 
http://WWW .ots. duko .edv 
Application deacline for 199ll fall sem••- Is 
,. ... ,., 20, 1991. 
. . A coruoriJum ofunh.-.rsiti" prvvidi11g l~t.d~rship in et,;Ju:alion. ''·'"~" ch 
and rht rt~poruibl• u'e ofnuru,.al rtsourc;w~ in the trupit..:.\ 
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Editorial opinion 
Trustees need students 
. As the primary governing body of this academic institu· 
non, the john Carroll UniversttyBoard of uusteesoverseesall activ· 
ity in the areas o[ university development, services, business, cam· 
pus ministry and student affairs 
. The Board meetsquanerly to vote as an executive body on 
vanous proposals of university improvement and development. 
Understandably, no students are voting members of the Boord of 
Trustees. Unfortunately, only one student, the Student Union Presi-
dent, is ever allowed to be in attendance at these general meetings. 
Thus, the only way students can express their views and 
call the problems on campus that affect them daily to the attention 
of the Board is by being invited to attend the Student Affairs Com· 
mittee meeting. Since there is not an open forum, it is difficult for 
students to submit their opinions or solutions to the committee. 
According to the Office of the Vice President of Student 
Affairs, students being invited to attend these committee meetings is 
not a regular occurrence. These srudents are only invited for "peni· 
nenr reasons." for example, so the Board can meet the newly-elected 
members of the Student Union Executive Board. 
The Studen~ Affairs committee would undoubtedly be 
well-equtpped to dectde ~ssues concerning students by keeping in 
touch wuh student reacuoos to proposals regarding residence life, 
counsehng serv1ces, athletics, recreation, health services, food ser-
Vlet,studem activities, security and parking. 
. ~ltho~gh the university's long·standingproblemssuchas 
parkmg, vtSI tatton pohdes, alcohol policies, student activities fund-
ing and lack of entertainment on cam pus may be acknowledged by 
~he Boord, these problems are nevertheless exactly that long-stand· 
t~g. Who better to keep the students informed and make sugges· 
uons about the problems and possible solutions within their own 
environment than the students? 
The university'sStudem Affairscommitteeshould becom· 
m ittt.e! to m~etin? with any students interested enough in having a 
vo1ce In umvcrsny proposals. An open forum that would allow 
st ud~nts tO make suggest ions and proposals would keep the Student 
Affa1rs committee mformed of the most pressing issues concerning 
students and would keep students informed about which issues are 
being acted upon. 
From the editor • 
The Carroll News Governing Statement, which was approved by 
the universtt y Board of Trustees, states that freedom of expression by 
all stu~ents must be protected. It does not say, "but only if the 
Catholtc Church agrees with the expression." 
Fun her more, The Carroll News may include content about which 
"there may be d1ssent or controvt=rsy." according to the Statement. 
. The Statcmentdoesnotstlpulate that the administrationmust be 
m agreement with our decisions regarding content. Nor must our 
content be in agreement with Catholic Church teachings. If it did, 
that could ~onsHtute a trend toward censorhip or prior resttaint -
two clear vtolauons of Tht Carroll News bylaws which the Board of 
Trustees approved. 
. The Carroll Ntws pubhshed an article recently titled, "Students' 
vtews on sex in relatio~ships. • ln the article's survey, 86 percent of 
students .felt tt was alnght to have sex outside of marriage. Only 13 
percent satd that they feel a couple should wait until marriage. 
Since pubhshing the results of the survey, The Carroll Ntws has 
received negative feedback from a few students, the pastor of Gesu 
ChurchJCU's Vice President of Student Affairsandevensomemem-
bers of our own staff. The feedback stated that The Carroll News' 
publication of the article was inappropriate because john Carroll is 
a Catholic unive~sity, and the_ newspaper should print things that 
are only suppomve of Cathohc teachings. Additionally, some said 
that the survey does not represent all students' views, or that it 
promoted a violation of the sixth commandment. 
ln response to criticism concerning the article, we stand firm in 
supporting the article and our choice to publish it. 
. It is the duty of Tht Carroll News to address important issues, 
h ke sex. Because themajorityof students polled voiced answersrhat 
contradict Catholic church teaching. an<! this is a Catholic univer-
sity, is ThtCarroiiNewswrongfor printing those responses? Abso-
lutely not. The Carroll News is not, and will not, be a public relations 
mechanism for the university. 
Regarding the survey itself,the numbe{s speak for themselves. 
We dtd not ske~ the numbe~ in any way. Admittedly, the survey is 
not representative of the enttre student body. We state in the article 
that the survey is unscientific. It would be nearly impossible to 
represent every single students' opinions on the role of sex in rela· 
tionships Any survey is not completely exact, but this one certainly 
made a good representation of reality. We surveyed more than 100 
students. Most polls of the entire nation sur .... ey only 500. 
The Carroll News publishes, and follows, its policy on this ropic: 
"The opimons expressed in the editorial and cartoon:; are those of 
The ~arroll :-'ews editorial staff, and not necessarily those of JCU's 
admmtstrauon, faculty or staff.• Furthermore, the article on sex in 
relanonships was not an opinion piece, it was a factual survey and 
amde. The decision to pubhsh it was made by the editors of The 
Carroll New~. who are students- not admmistrators That dectsion, 
too, was not the opinion of the university. Nor must it be. 
-Tom O"Konowitz and Meagan Lynch 
~-----------------------
EDITORIAL The Carron News, February 26, 1998 
LIFE INSIDE THE JCU BUBBLE... (oR "su1N RELATIONSHIPS" HITS THE CN) 
"I didn 't see my 
roommate with 
that guy!" 
' 
"I don't want to hear 
that students are even 
thinking about that!" 
'j~ yi/~/L,. }( \ r 
& 
"I wouldn't dare talk 
about such a subject!" 
ML 
HIT: Bernet Hall will be ready for student housing next 
year .. ~!~iss: Resi?enc~ life sends out a stack of papers 
~xpla1n1ng the housmg s1gn-up process, but it still doesn't 
m~ke sense. HIT: Two days 'till spring break. miss: Not 
go1ng anywhere warm on spring break. HIT: JCU mens 
ba~k~tball team wins the OA~ championship. HIT: Spring 
tr~1mng underway for the lnd1ans. Opening Day: March 31. 
m1ss: More students involved in drinking citations. 
Staff Commentary 
Tarnished 
metals 
I hate Dave Matthews Band, but that 's not important. 
The Wmter Olympics, now there'ssomethi ng worth hat-
ing .• Don't pretend like you haven't been watching. Oh wait, 
.. thatsnghr, !forgot, you haven't. Does anyone reallywantto 
tune m to ream coverage of the two-man luge competition? 
The hockey/skating rink is named 
"Big Head." ls this a Bill Clinton refer· 
ence? 
The Jamaican bobsled team is a 
fad of the past. DanJansen and Bonnie 
Blair are retired. Eddie "the Eagle" has 
given upskijumpingand Picabo Street 
is still named Picabo. CBS's around 
the clock, and I do mean around the 
clock coverage was boring. 
Nick Kovach A President in turmoil , the world 
EDterUlnmeot Bditor supposedly on the verge of war, what 
. " did CBS run on Sunday night? A spe-
cia 1 ep1dsode of 60 M mutes?" No, short tracks peed skating. 
The tenswn was so overwhelming, I couldn't take it any· 
more, so I dectded to do my Ia undry. It was a good thing too, 
because.l'd almost ruined two pairs of jeans trying to emu· 
late my hero, US curler, Mike Peplinski, in the Murphy 
hallway. Unfortunately. due to the unseasonable lack of 
snow and because of the Residence life Office's ban on 
assault rifles, pick-up biathalon races never got off the 
ground. 
These were supposed to be the Winter Olympics that 
would establish hockey as a major sport in the USA. We all 
know that didn't happen. In fact, the two best teams present 
didn't even medal. Upset at letting their countries down, the 
Canadian team offered no excuses and commended the 
Czech Republic's goaltender, Dominick Hasek. The Ameri· 
can team conducted their own little medal ceremony, de-
stroying their rooms in the Olympic Village that they had 
previOusly been praised for occupying. Theyweresupposed 
to be better behaved than those primadonna basketball 
players, who actually won the gold medal. Yes, Winter 
Olympic athletes are indeed athletes. Cross Country skiing 
is the most grueling sport in the world. They lack the 
universal appeal that Summer athletes possess, because 
let's face it, not all of us can go luging in the backyard. 
Carl Lewis made a fortune prognosticating his Olympic 
victories for over a decade. He was a master showman. The 
same can be said of MichaelJohnsonand Florence Griffith· 
Joyner. They know how to grab a crowd and captivate it. As 
far as l can tell, German downhill gold medalist, Hermann 
Maier won't be appearing on a Wheaties box or the Tontght 
Show any time soon. But if he can tell me the difference 
between the Super G and the regular old Slalom, l'll be 
impressed. Michelle TaFoya couldn't seem to explain it. 
So I guess it'll be four more years of hard work for Brian 
Shimer and his fellow bobsledders, but in the meantime I'll 
contmue to hate the Winter Olympics. Now if I could just 
get Dave Mal! hews on the ski jump hilL 
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Learning at its best 
Commentary by Justin Rogers 
All right, 
so we don 't 
have a 
Division! 
football 
t~am ... or 
much of an 
a r s 
program ... or 
an an gallery 
on campus ... or private hous· 
ing for upperclassmen ... or 
parking ... Okay, so the science 
cente r doesn't have 
windows ... so no one outside of 
the Great lakes area has heard 
of john Carroll University ... So 
what if John Carroll has be· 
come merely a wing of the 
Boler School of Business... Be· 
cause john Carroll isJesuit.l'm 
stepping out of sarcasm to 
point out something that we 
tend to take for granted. It is a 
privilege to attend a Jesuit col· 
lege. But hey, no one writes to a 
newspaper witho1,1t a com· 
plaint. So here's another one to 
throw on the mountain which 
we call "ComplaintsaboutJohn 
Carroll University": we have 
no service learning. 
Yes,thiscampusdoesagreat 
deal of service, but most of it is 
done by the same 10·20 per· 
cent of the students. This com· 
men tary is not to point fingers 
at those who don't, but to give 
them a realistic chance to get 
into service. 
The biggest excuse for a void-
ingservice is that we don't have 
enough time. This is under-
standable. Classes are tough 
and any activity takes up time. 
However, a Catholic, jesuit 
school should extend some sort 
of hand out to those studentS 
who normally cannot volun· 
teer. Boston College offers such 
a program. 
PULSE is a program that 
sets students up with a service 
project relating to their major 
or future occupation. The 
project, in conjunction with 
classes relating to the service 
work, count as credit hours to-
wards their graduation. 
It has worked extremely 
well. Every year the program 
has a waiting list much larger 
than the peoplewhoget in. The 
PULSE program has also spread 
a positive reputation of Boston 
College throughout the city. 
The students have benefited 
greatly in learning how to tie 
their. faith io with thei~ work, 
and how the real world actu· 
ally works. 
This is learning at its best in 
thejesuit paradigm: First hand, 
face-to-face and down to earth, 
walking into the real world 
while doing something good 
and reflecting on that experi-
ence. 
It could happen to you ... 
· Carroll's best and worst dates 
"I was in Spain and meta Span-
ish girl at the bar, whom I had 
talked with on several other occa-
sions. Things just clicked between 
us that night and we started kiss-
ing. 
After half of the evening had 
passed. she told me most guys are 
not so forward and relaxed about 
being with a married woman. I 
looked down at her left hand to 
reassure myself that she wasn't 
wearing a ring. 'ln Spain,' she 
smiled, 'we wear our wedding 
rings on the right hand." 
Ma.ttHogan 
Classofl999 
'After the homecoming dance 
last year, my roommate was out 
fortheeveningand mydatewem 
back to her room to change. She 
had told me earlier that she loved 
the movie"Sixteen Candles," and I 
had never seen it. 
Earlierthat day, I had bought a 
bottle of wine, and while she was 
changing, I lit sixteen candles 
around the room. The wine, 
glasses, movie and s_ixteen lit 
candles completely surprised her 
when she walked in.' 
]usti n Lauer 
Class of 1999 
"I was set up on a blind date by 
myco-workeratFinastBakery. He 
was her younger brother and 
showed up at the door with a red 
rose. He was also a body builder/ 
meat· head and wanted to stop by 
the park to watch deer at the salt 
lick block. 
lt was midnight and awkward 
enough when we heard police si· 
rens behind us. The cop asked us 
to leave but the bodybuilder 
wamed to show off by putting up 
a fight. He refused to leave and we 
almost gottaken to the station. A 
red rose from a guy has been my 
bad omen ever since.· 
Theresa Henn 
Class of 1998 
"For our school sweetheart 
dance, we had five couples going 
together to a restaurant on the ba<!. 
side of town. The night before the 
dance, my friend's mom said we 
couldn't eat there because of the 
location. We were crushed be-
cause all the other restaurants 
were already booked. 
Our dates surprised us by stay-
ing up all night to plan and pre-
pareafivecoursemeal. Theypre-
senred us each at the door with 
roses and escorted us to the base-
ment, which they had decorated 
to resemble a fancyresraurant,and 
then served us an incredible din-
ner.' 
Annique Kozak 
Class of2000 
"I was in a heated argument 
with my boyfriend while taking 
him home, and I ran a red light. I 
heard an ambulance behind me 
and pulled over to let it drive by. 
But then.l realized I wa~ getting 
pulled over by a cop. · · • 
!started cryingand was so hys-
terical that my boyfriend had to 
drive me home. l was thinking of 
how to k_eep rh is from my parents, 
but I was shocked to learn that 
they already knew. 
My dad's secretary, who has a 
scanner in her house, was listen-
ing to it when my license number 
and car make were ca lied in to the 
police station. 
She took it upon herself ro tele-
phone my dad.' 
Danielle Schoenfeldt 
Classof1999 
FORUM 11 
He said, She said 
Pledging Perspectives 
by Steve Beaudry, Knights of Columbus 
It's Sunday morning. I'm sitting in the cafeteria 
finishing up my bowl of Kellogg's Corn Pops, still 
groggy from the night before. 
Suddenly, lam blinded by a glow powerful enough 
to knock Saul off his donkey on the road to Dam-
ascus. My vision clears. What is thts strange lumt-
nescence before me? PLEDGE BOOKS! A half dozen 
or so, fluorescent pink and green pledge books, worn 
by each of the (individuals?) two tables away. Ah yes! 
lsuddenlyrememberweare in the midst of the pledg-
ing process atJCU. The eight-week process where 
certain fraternities and sororities humiliate their 
pledges to promote brotherhood or sisterhood. 
There are two types of •f rarorities· on this campus. 
The first type, without mentioning names(K of C) are 
those that exist to perform service and to show their 
members a good time on the weekends. A number of 
the frats and sororities atJCU fall under thiscategory. 
The second type of "frarority" are those that have 
acost(overand abovedueshogetin. These costs may 
include humiliation, loss of sleep, suffering grades, or 
even the rejecting of one's former friends. In this type 
of organization, members seem to feel that their group 
ranks above their country and just below God in the 
supreme order of things. 
Money is a big factor in deciding to join a frat or 
sorority. We've all heard the comments about paying 
for friends. What concerns me is that the required 
apparel is not included with the dues. Tile average 
fleece vest goes for about $60. That pair of Haggar 
Wrinkle-free khakis will run $30. Throw in $40 for a 
flannel, and $20 for a white baseball cap (preferably 
Penn St. or UVA). You've hit$150and you haven't paid 
your dues yet. 
Cliques seem to be developed or even promoted by 
certain fraternities and sororities (this also seems to 
be true of Student Union, but that isanentirelydiffer-
ent article). look around at the cafeteria and see who 
eats together. It seems as though some organizations 
discourage pledges from eating with those who are 
not part of the group . 
When you let your fraternity or sorority becom 
you way o i , you rob ems. How an you 
function as an lndiv:ldual in the real world after )IOU 
have conformed to the choices made by your "broth-
ers and sisters" throughout your college experience? 
I do not claim to be an expert on fraternities or 
sororities, nor do I claim that they all promote the 
dysfunction of social order. It is wrong for a frat or 
sorority to discourage individuality and bask in it's 
own exclusivity. We define ourselves by our differ-
ences. They make us all special in our own way. 
Conformity only robs us of our humanity. 
Letter to the .E_,tlitor 
Student advocates free speectl 
Our most fundamental liberty is the freedom to 
speak and think independently, without fear of pun-
ishment from authority. The nation's founders held 
such high regard for this freedom that they made it 
the centerpiece of the First Amendment. Freedom of 
speech means not only holding individual beliefs, 
but also being able to express those beliefs, whether 
they are aligned with the collective majority or not. 
After all, what point is there for an individual to have 
a belief if it cannot be expressed? 
Over the last couple of years here at JCU, the ad-
ministration has become obsessed with the so-called 
lack of diversity on this campus. Presumably. by 
increasing the variety of students, we shall magically 
create an atmosphere more conducive to our educa· 
tion. The administration seems tired of the same old 
studentSholdingsimilar beliefs. Sowhatitseeksisan 
influx of new perspectives. allowing this campus to 
be more receptive of the beliefs of others in the com-
munity. To quo.te our esteemed provost, "Lack of 
diversity can lead to intolerance." 
If what the administration desires is a more toler-
ant and heterogeneous campus, why then does it 
carry out it's tireless crusade against free ex pression? 
It's rhetoric p'rofesses an openness to diversity, but in 
practice shows nothing but intolerance for any view· 
point not consistent with itS own. Consider their 
pursuit of the mysterious "anti-feminist" artist(s) on 
this campus. Granted, that opinion seems ridiculous 
to most people, myself included. However, as 
someone's honest belief, it is one deserving freedo111 
of expression. The same liberty that allows the pro-
vost to express his disgust in speech allows the "anti-
feminist' students (or faculty) to express their opin-
by Martha Keffer, Delta Delta Xi 
Finding a pair of guy's underwear, driving to the 
Pennsylvania border to get a ptcture, and getting 
your hands on an Iota Phi Theta toiler seat are some 
of what sorority pledges look for on scavenger hunts. 
If you're not a Greek, pledging may not mean much 
more to you than getting a good laugh. But if you are 
a Greek. this is one of the mostfun times of the year. 
What most of the non Greek population doesn't 
realize 1s that there's much more to pledging than 
meets the eye, like meeting new people and forming 
friendships. Sure pledges are defmitely challenged, 
but the members know exactly what the1r gtrls are 
going through. as we have all been there ourselves. 
My favorite job as a pledge mistress is watchtng 
the expressions on my girls faces when they're given 
a "favor' to do. Favors involve a job or activity that 
pledges have todofot anyone from a member to the 
member's bo}rfriend's roommate's friend. Typ1cal 
favors include cleaning a house, delivering someone 
food from the Inn-Between, painting the lion, or find· 
ing out what the temperature will be the ftrst week 
of March in Panama City(my favorite vacation spot). 
Our Delta Delta Xi president asked a pledge do a 
favorforaguy, which happened to be that he wanted 
a date. Generally, girls pledge us becaw.e we don't 
make them do a lot, so we cracked down and make 
them all meet for breakfast at 8 am. 
Too many people think that Greek organizations 
arc just cliques, but this is definitely not the case. In 
my sorority we all respect each other and get along 
well. When 1 pledged, I did it because I was feeling 
like Carroll was just too small. Since then I have 
made tons of new friends. just when you think you 
know everyone on campus, you get to meet all of the 
other Greeks. 
Greek Week is definitely one of the highlights of 
pledging. We have the pizza-eating contest. Or if 
you're not a big fan of pizza, you can jom the Polish 
sausage sandwich eating contest. Soaked in cole· 
slaw and barbecue sauce, it is eaten in intervals, 
while running laps around the quad in between. 
Most girls usually gets\ kandthrow up. but they can 
worktto uri gt ca pus ar un ua . 
groupthatcaupusbtheirc:araroundfurescwin& U 
they're worried about putting on extra pounds, they 
can always swim laps and run it off In the mile races. 
Many memories are made during this week. but 
some of my best experiences have taken place at our 
Thorn Acres sorority retreat in the fall. Date parries 
are also a good pledge acti viry because we tell them 
at 4 p.m. that they have unti!B p.m. to "grab ada te." I 
think everyone has a great time and comes out with 
new friendships and great memories. 
ions. The provost contends that "an educated person 
does nor send anonymous flyers, • but imagine the 
persecution unleashed on that person if a name was 
attached. 
If this school actually desired heterogeneity, it 
would welcome the expression of unpopular ideas 
into the public forum. Yet it consistently squashes 
those viewpoints with which it disagrees, whether 
they concern feminism or homosexuality or social 
drinking. Just because the majority disagrees with 
an opinion does not warrant its suppression, and to 
suggest otherwise defies the First Amendment. 
Frankly, the school has no right to compel its stu-
dentS to accept any one viewpoint over another, and 
should stay out of the business of dictating beliefs. 
Tony Verdream 
Class of 1998 
Gesu priest conderms CN 
I would like to voice my concern over the article 
entitled: "StudentS' views on sex in relationships," 
which appeared in the Feb.l2 Carroll News. To say 
the least, the article was in poor taste and showed a 
real lack of judgment upon the author of the articlee 
ed itorand the advisor. The promotion of fornication 
by a Catholic university's news vehicle is totally out 
of place, let alone a violatton of the 6th command· 
ment. 
Being an alumnus and a former employee of the 
university, I am particularly appalled to think that 
graduates of JCU would leave the university think-
ing they had a nghttosexoutsideof marriage. Those 
respons1ble for the aniclee owe the wholeJCU com· 
munity an apology. This opinion I am vo1ving is 
shared by my staff here at Gesu Parish and some of 
my parishioners who have read the article. 
Pastor John V. White, SJ. 
GesuChurch 
..... 
.-
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Editmial opinilm 
Trustees need students 
. As the primary governing body of this academic insmu-
non, the john Carroll University Board of 1i"usteesoversees all activ· 
iry in the areas of umversity development, services, business, cam· 
pus m 1mstry and srudem affairs. 
. The Board meets quanerly to vote as an executive body on 
vanous proposals of university improvement and development. 
Undersrandably, no students are voting members of the Board of 
Trusrees. Unfortunately, only one student, the Student Union Presi-
dent, is ever allowed to be in attendance at these general meetings. 
Thus, the only way students can express their views and 
call the problems on campus that affect them daily to the attention 
of the Board is by being invited to auend the Student Affairs Com-
mittee meeting. Since there is not an open forum, it is difficult for 
students tO submit their opinions or solutions to the committee. 
According to the Office of the Vice President of Student 
Affairs,studenrsbeinginvited to attend these committee meetings is 
not a regular occurrence. These scudencs are only invited for "perti· 
nem reasons: for example, so the Board can meet the newly-elected 
members of the Swdem Union Executive Board. 
The Studen~ Affairs committee would undoubtedly be 
well-equtpped to dec1de ~ues concerning students by keeping in 
touch With student reacuons to proposals regarding residence life, 
counseling serv1ces, athletics, recreation, health services, food ser-
Vlce,studem activities, security and parking. 
. ~!though the university's long-standing problems such as 
parkmg. vtstrauon policies, alcohol policies. student activities fund· 
mg and lack of entertainment on campus may be acknowledged by 
~he Board, these problems are nevertheless exactly that: long-stand-
mg. Who better to keep the students informed and make sugges· 
dons about the problems and possible solutions within their own 
environment than the students? 
The uruversit y'sStudenr Affairscommitteeshould be com-
mitte~ to meetin? with any students interested enough In having a 
vo1ce m umversny proposals. An open forum that would allow 
st ud~nts to make suggestions and proposals would keep the Student 
Affatrscommmee mformed of rhe most pressing issues concerning 
students and would keep students informed about which issues are 
being acted upon. 
From the editor~ 
Th:Carrol/ News Governing Statement, which was approved by 
tne umvers1ty Board of Trustees, states that freedom of expression by 
all stu~ents must be protected. It does not say, ~but only if the 
Cathohc Church agrees with the expression." 
Furthermore, The Carroll Newsmayincludecontentabout which 
"there may be dissent or controversy," according to the Statement. 
. TheStatememdoes not stipulate that the administration must be 
m agreement with our decisions regarding content. Nor must our 
content be in ag~eemem with Catholic Church teachings. If it did, 
that could consHtute a trend toward censorhip or prior restraint-
two clear v10lanons of The Carroll News bylaws which the Board of 
Trustees approved. 
The Carroll News published an article recently dtled, "Students' 
v1ews on sex in relationships.• ln the article's survey, 86 percent of 
students .f~t It was alright to have sex outside of marriage. Only 13 
percent satd that they feel a couple should wait until marriage. 
Since publishing the results of the survey, The Carroll News has 
received negative feedback from a few students, the pastor of Gesu 
ChurchJCU's Vice President of Student A£fairsand even some mem-
bers of our own staff. The feerlback stated that The C<trroll News' 
publication of the article was inappropriate because john Carroll is 
a Catholic university, and the newspaper should print things that 
are only supportive of Catholic teachings. Additionally, some said 
that the survey does not represent all students' views, or that it 
promoted a violation of the sixth commandment. 
In response 10 criticism concerning the article, we stand firm in 
supporting the article and our choice to publish it. 
. It is the duty of The Carroll News to address important issues, 
h ke sex. Because themaprity of students polled voiced answers that 
contradict Catholic church reaching. and this is a Catholic univer-
sity, is The Carroll News wrong for printing those responses? Abso-
lutely not. The Carrol I News is not, and will not, be a public relations 
mechanism for the university 
Regarding the survey itself,the numbe{S speak for themselves. 
We d1d nor skew the numbers in any way. Admittedly, the survey is 
not represemative of the entire student body We state in the article 
that the survey is unscientific. It would be nearly impossible to 
represent every single students' opinions on the role of sex: in rela· 
t:tonships. Any survey 1snotcomplerelyexact, butthisonecertainly 
made a good representation of reality. We surveyed more than 100 
stud ems. Most polls of the entire nation survey on I y 500. 
The Carroll News publishes, and follows, its policy on this topic: 
"The opm1ons ex pressed m the editorial and canoons are those of 
The ~arroll News editorial staff. and not necessarily those of JCU.'s 
admmtsrrauon, faculty or staff.• Furthermore, the article on sex in 
re!~uonships was not an opmlon piece, it was a factual survey and 
arttcle. The dec1s1on to pubhsh it was made by the editors of Tlte 
Carroll News, who are students- not admmistrators That decision, 
too, was nor the opinion of the uni,oersity. Nor must it be. 
-Tom OKonowitz:andMeagan Lynch 
EDITORIAL The Carroll News, February 26, 1998 
LIFE INSIDE THE JCU BUBBLE ••• (oR 'sEX IN RELATIONSHIPS" HffS THE CN) 
"I didn't see my 
roommate with 
that guy!" 
"I don't want to hear 
that students are even 
thinking about that!" 
& 
"I wouldn't dare talk 
about such a subject!" 
HIT: s:rnet Hall .will be r~ady for student housing next 
year .. ~!~•ss: Res1~enc~ life sends out a stack of papers 
~xplammg the hous1ng s1gn-up process, but it still doesn't 
m~ke sense. HIT: Two days 'till spring break. miss: Not 
go1ng anywhere warm on spring break. HIT: JCU mens 
ba~k~tball team wins the OAC championship. HIT: Spring 
tr~1n1ng underway for the Indians. Opening Day: March 31. 
m1ss: More students involved in drinking citations. 
ML 
Staff Commentary THE CARROLL NEWS 
Tarnished 
metals 
I hate Dave Matthews Band, but that's not important. 
The WmterOiympics,now there'ssomethingworth nat-
ing. ,Don't pretend like you haven't been watching. Oh wait, 
thats_nght, I forgot, you haven't. Does anyone really want to 
tune m to wl.m coverage of the two-man luge com petition? 
The hockey/skating rink is named 
"Big Head." Is this a Bill Clinton refer-
ence? 
The jamaican bobsled team is a 
fad of the past. Dan jansen and Bonnie 
Blair are retired. Eddie "the Eagle" has 
given up ski jumping and Picabo Street 
is still named Picabo. CBS's around 
the clock, and l do mean around the 
clock coverage was boring. 
Nick Kovach A President in turmoil, the world 
Eakrtalnment Editor supposedly on the verge of war, what 
. did CBS run on Sunday night7 A spe-
cial ep1dsodeof"60 Minutes?" No,short tracks peed skating 
The tenstOn ~as so overwhelming, I couldn't take it any-
more, so I dectded to do my Ia undry. It was a good thing too, 
because.l'd almost ruined two pairs of jeans trying to emu· 
late my hero, US curler, Mike Peplinski, in the Murphy 
hallway. Unfortunately, due to the unseasonable lack of 
snow and because of the Residence Life Office's ban on 
assault rifles, pick-up biathalon races never got off the 
ground. 
These were supposed to be the Winter Olympics that 
vvould establish hockey as a major sport in the USA. We all 
know that didn't happen. In fact, the two best teams present 
didn'teven medal. Upset at letting their countries down, the 
Canadian team offered no excuses and commended the 
Czech Republic's goaltender, Dominick Hasek. The Ameri-
can team conducted their own little medal ceremony, de-
stroying their rooms in the Olympic Village that they had 
prevtOusly been praised for occupying. They were supposed 
to be better behaved than those primadonna basketball 
players, who actually won the gold medaL Yes, Winter 
Olympic athletes are indeed athletes. Cross Country skiing 
is the most grueling sport in the world. They lack the 
universal appeal that Summer athletes possess, because 
let's face it, not all of us can go luging in the backyard. 
Carl Lewis made a fortune prognosticating his Olympic 
victories for over a decade. He was a master showman. The 
same can be said of Michaeljonnson and Florence Griffith-
Joyner. They know how to grab a crowd and captivate it. As 
far as l can tell, German downhill gold medalist, Hermann 
Maier won't be appearing on a Wheaties box or the Tonight 
Show any time soon. But if he can tell me the difference 
between the Super G and the regular old Slalom, 1'll be 
impressed. Michelle TaFoya couldn't seem to explain it. 
So I guess it'll be four more years of hard work for Brian 
Shimer and his fellow bobsledders, but in the meantime I'll 
continue to hate the Winter Olympics. Now if l could just 
get Dave Matthews on the sk1 jump hilL 
Tom O'I<onowitz 
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Learning at its best 
Commentary by Justin Rogers 
All right, 
so we don't 
have a 
Division! 
football 
t~am .. . or 
much of an 
a r s 
program ... or 
an an gallery 
on campus ... or private hous-
ing for upperclassmen ... or 
parking ... Okay, so the science 
center doesn't have 
windows ... so no one outside of 
the Great Lakes area has heard 
of John Carroll University ... So 
what if John Carroll has be-
come merely a wing of the 
Boler School of Business... Be-
causeJohnCarroll isjesuit. I'm 
stepping out of sarcasm to 
point out something that we 
tend to take for granted. It is a 
privilege to attend a jesuit col-
lege. But hey, no one writes to a 
newspaper witho\lt a com-
plaint. So here's another one to 
throw on the mountain which 
wecall "Complaints about john 
Carroll University": we have 
no service learning. 
Yes,thiscampusdoesagreat 
deal of service, but most of it is 
done by the same 10-20 per-
centof the students. This com-
mentary is not to point fingers 
at those who don't, but to give 
them a realistic chance to get 
into service. 
The biggest excuse foravoid-
ingserviceisthat we don't have 
enough time. This is under-
standable. Classes are tough 
and any activity takes up time. 
However, a Catholic, Jesuit 
school should extend some sort 
of hand out to those students 
who normally cannot volun-
teer Boston College offerssuch 
a program. 
PULSE is a program that 
sets students up with a service · 
project relating to their major 
or future occupation. The 
project, in conjunction with 
classes relating to the service 
work, count as credit hours to-
wards their graduation. 
It has worked extremely 
well. Every year the program 
has a waiting list much larger 
thanthepeoplewhogetin. The 
PULSE program has a !so spread 
a positive reputation of Boston 
College throughout the city. 
The students have benefited 
greatly in learning how to tie 
their. faith iD with theit:: work, 
and how the real world actu-
ally works 
This is learning at its best in 
the jesuit paradigm: First hand, 
face-to-faceanddown to earth, 
walking into the real world 
while doing something good 
and reflecting on that experi-
ence. 
It could happen to you ... 
Carroll's best and worst dates 
'I was in Spain and meta Span-
ish girl at the bar, whom I had 
talked with on several other occa-
sions. Things just clicked between 
us that night and we started kiss-
ing. 
After half of the evening had 
passed, she told me most guys are 
not so forward and relaxed about 
being with a married woman. I 
looked down at her left hand to 
reassure myself that she wasn't 
wearing a ring. 'In Spain,' she 
smiled, 'we wear our wedding 
rings on the right hand.~ 
Matt Hogan 
Class of 1999 
'After the homecoming dance 
last year, my roommate was out 
for the evening and my date went 
back to her room to change. She 
had told me earlier that she loved 
the movie "Sixteen Candles," and I 
had never seen it. 
Earlier that day, I had bought a 
bottle of wine, and while she was 
changing, I lit sixteen candles 
around the room. The wine, 
glasses, movie and s.ixteen lit 
candles completely surprised her 
when she walked in.' 
justin Lauer 
Classofl999 
"I was set up on a blind date by 
myco·workeratFinastBakery. He 
was her younger brother and 
showed up at the door with a red 
rose. He was also a body builder I 
meat· head and wanted to stop by 
the park to watch deer at the salt 
lick block 
It was midnight and awkward 
enough when we heard police si-
rens behind us. The cop asked us 
to leave but the bodybuilder 
wanted to show off by putting up 
a fight. He refused to leave and we 
almost got taken to the station. A 
red rose from a guy has been my 
bad omen ever since.' 
Theresa Henn 
Classof1998 
"For our school sweetheart 
dance, we had five couples going 
rogethenoa restaurant on the bac!. 
side of town. The night before the 
dance, my friend's mom said we 
couldn't eat there because of the 
location. We were crushed be-
cause all the other restaurants 
were already booked. 
Our dates surprised us by stay-
ing up all night to plan and pre· 
pare a five course meal They pre-
sented us each at the door with 
roses and escorted us to the base-
ment, which they had decorated 
roresembleafancyrestaurant,and 
then served us an incredible din-
ner.' 
An nique Kozak 
Class of 2000 
'I was in a heated argument 
with my boyfriend while taking 
him home, and I ran a red light. l 
heard an ambulance behind me 
and pulled over to let it drive by. 
But ~en I realized I wa$ getting 
pulled over by a cop. - · • 
!started crying and was so hys-
terical that my boyfriend had to 
drive me home. I was thinking of 
nowtokeepthisfrommyparents, 
but l was shocked to learn that 
they already knew. 
My dad's secretary, who has a 
scanner in her house, was listen-
ing to it when my license number 
and car make were called in to the 
police station. 
She took it upon herself to tele-
phone my dad." 
Danit:lle Schoenfeldt 
C/assofl999 
FORUM u 
He said, She said 
Pledging Perspectives 
by Steve Beaudry, Knights of Columbus 
It's Sunday morning. I'm sitting in the cafeteria 
finishing up my bowl of Kellogg's Corn Pops, still 
groggy from the night before. 
Suddenly, lam blinded byaglowpowerfulenough 
to knock Saul off his donkey on the road to Dam 
ascus. My vision clears. What is this strange lumi-
nescence before me? PLEDGE BOOKS! A half dozen 
or so, fluorescent pink and green pledge books, worn 
by each of the (individuals?) twotablesaway. Ah yes! 
lsuddenlyrememberweare in the midst of the pledg-
mg process at JCU. The eight-week process where 
certain fraternities and sororities humiliate their 
pledges to promote brotherhood or sisterhood. 
There are two types of •f rarorities" on this campus. 
The first type, without mentioning names(K of C) are 
those that exist to perform service and to show their 
members a good time on the weekends. A number of 
the frats and sororitiesatJCU fall under this category. 
The second type of "frarority" are those that have 
a cost (over and above dues) to get in. These costs rna y 
include humiliation, loss of sleep,sufferinggrades,or 
even the rejecting of one's former friends. ln this type 
of organization, members seem to feel that their group 
ranks above tneir country and just below God in the 
supreme order of things. 
Money i~ a big factor in deciding to join a frat or 
sorority. We've all heard the comments about paying 
for friends. What concerns me is that the required 
apparel is not included with the dues. The average 
fleece vest goes for about $60. That pair of Haggar 
Wrinkle-free khakis will run $30. Throw in $40 for a 
flannel, and $20 for a white baseball cap (preferably 
Penn St. or UVA). You've hit $150 and you haven't paid 
your dues yet. 
Cliques seem to be developed or even promoted by 
certain fraternities and sororities (this also seems to 
be true of Student Union, but that is an entirely differ-
ent article). Look around at the cafeteria and see who 
eats together. It seems as though some organizations 
discourage pledges from eating with those who are 
not part of the group. 
When you let your fraternity or sorority become 
you way o lf , Y' u a prob ems. How can you 
function as an individual in rhe real world after )IOU 
have conformed to the choices made by your "broth-
ers and sisters" throughout your college experience? 
I do not claim to be an expert on fraternities or 
sororities, nor do I claim that they all promote the 
dysfunction of social order. It is wrong for a frat or 
sorority to discourage individuality and bask in it's 
own exclusivity. We define ourselves by our differ-
ences. They make us all special in our own way. 
Conformity only robs us of our humanity. 
Letter to tbe "E_,tlitor 
Student advocates free speecll 
Our most fundamental liberty is the freedom to 
speak and think independently, without fear of pun-
ishment from authority. The nation's founders held 
such high regard for this freedom that they made it 
the centerpiece of the First Amendment. Freedom of 
speech means not only holding individual beliefs, 
but also being able to express those beliefs, whether 
they are aligned with the collective majority or not. 
After all, what point is there for an individual to have 
a belief if it cannot be expressed? 
Over the last couple of years here atjCU, the ad-
ministration has become obsessed with the so-called 
lack of diversity on this campus. Presumably, by 
increasing the variety of students, we shall magically 
create an atmosphere more conducive to our educa-
tion. The administration seems tired of the same old 
students holding similar beliefs. So what it seeks is an 
influx of new perspectives, allowing this campus to 
be more receptive of the beliefs of others in the com-
munity. To quoi:e our esteemed provost, "Lack of 
diversity can lead to intolerance." 
lf what the administration desires is a more toler-
ant and heterogeneous campus, why then does it 
carry out it's tireless crusade against free expression? 
lt's rhemric p"rofes.ses an openness to diversity, but in 
practice shows nothing but intolerance for any view-
point not consistent with its own. Consider their 
pursuit of the mysterious "anti-feminist" artist(s) on 
this campus. Granted, that opinion seems ridiculous 
to most people, myself included. However, as 
someone's honest belief, it is one deserving f reedoJ;P. 
of expression. The same liberty that allows the pro-
vost to express his disgust in speech allows the "anti-
femimst" students (or faculty) to express their opin-
by Manha Kefrer, Delta Delta XI 
Finding a pair of guy's underwear, drivmg to the 
Pennsylvania border to get a picture, and getting 
your hands on an Iota Phi Theta toiler seat are some 
of what sorority pledges look for on scavenger hunts. 
If you're not a Greek, pledging may not mean much 
more to you than getting a good laugh. But if you are 
a Greek, th1s is one of the most fun times of the year 
What most of the non-Greek population doesn't 
realize is that there's much more to pledging than 
meets the eye, like meeung new people and forming 
friendships. Sure pledges are definitely challenged, 
but the members know exactly what their g1rls are 
going through, as we have all been there ourselves. 
My favorue job as a pledge mistress is watching 
the expressions on my girls faces when they're given 
a •favor' to do. Favors involve a job or activity that 
pledges have to do for anyone from a mem her to the 
member's boyfriend's roommate's friend. Typical 
favors include cleaning a house, delivering someone 
food from the Inn-Between, painting the lion,or find-
ing our wnat the temperature will be the first week 
of March in PanamaCity(my favorite vacation spot). 
Our Delta Delta Xi president asked a pledge do a 
favorforaguy, which happened to be that he wanted 
a date. Generally, girls pledge us becaw.e we don't 
make them do a lot, so we cracked down and make 
them all meet for breakfast at 8 a.m .. 
Too many people think that Greek organizations 
are just cliques, but this is definitely not the case. In 
my sorority we all respect each other and get along 
well. When I pledged. I did it because I was feeling 
like Carroll was just too smalL Since then I have 
made tons of new friends. Just when you think you 
know everyone on cam pus, you get to meet all of the 
other Greeks. 
Greek Week is definitely one of the nigh lights of 
pledging. We have rhe pizza-eating contest. Or if 
you're not a big fan of pizza, you can jotn the Polish 
sausage sandwich eating contest. Soaked in cole-
slaw and barbecue sauce, it is eaten in intervals, 
while running laps around the quad in between. 
Most girls usual\ygetsi kandthrow up, bunheycan 
workito duringt carpus r un t . 
group that can push rhdr car aroundfasaat wtD& II 
they're worried about putting on extra pounds, rhey 
canalwaysswim laps and run it off in the mile races. 
Many memories are made during this week, but 
some of my best experiences have taken place at our 
Thorn Acres sorority retreat in the fall. Date parties 
are also a good pledge activity because we tell them 
at 4p.m. that they have until8p.m. to"grabadate." I 
think everyone has a great time and comes out with 
new friendships and great memories. 
ions. The provost contends that "an educated person 
does not send anonymous flyers, • but imagine the 
persecution unleashed on that person if a name was 
attached. 
If this school actually desired heterogeneity, it 
would welcome the expression of unpopular Ideas 
into the public forum. Yet it consistently squashes 
those viewpoints with which it disagrees, whether 
they concern feminism or homosexuality or social 
drinking. just because the majority disagrees with 
an opinion does not warrant its suppression, and to 
suggest otherwise defies the First Amendment. 
Frankly, the school has no right to compel its stu-
dents to accept any one viewpoint over another, and 
should stay out of the business of dictating beliefs. 
Tony Verdream 
Class of 1998 
Gesu priest conderms CN 
I would like to voice my concern over the article 
entitled: 'Students' views on sex in relationships,' 
which appeared in the Feb.l2 Carroll News. To say 
the least, the article was in poor taste and showed a 
real lack of judgment upon the author of the articlee 
editorandtheadvisor. The promotion of fornication 
by a Catholic university's news vehicle is totally out 
of place, let alone a violation of the 6th command-
ment. 
Being an alumnus and a former employee of the 
university, I am particularly appalled to think that 
graduates of JCU would leave the university think-
ing they had a right tosexoutsideof marriage. Those 
responsible for the articlee owe the wholeJCU com-
munity an apology. This opinion I am voiving is 
shared by my staff here at Gesu Parish and some of 
my parishioners who have read the article. 
Pastor John V. White, SJ. 
Gesu Church 
..... 
12 CLASSIFIEDS 
HELP WANTED ClubDrive,RockyRiver, OH more information, call 421-
44116. Call 216-333-1155 8421. 
100 instructors I counselors 
needed. Coed sleepaway 
camp. Pocono Mountains, 
Pennsylvania. Good salary I 
tips! Call 908-689-3339 
(www.campcayuga.com). 
The Office of Admission is 
looking to fill the intern 
position of Campus Visit 
Coordinator. Stop in and 
pick up an application and 
more details. Applications 
due by March 13, 1998. 
Cleveland area golf course 
is seeking part-time help 
during the months of April 
to September. $6-6.50/hour. 
No experience necessary. 
Call 440-461-4673. 
Free T-shirt+ $1000. Credit 
Card fundraisers for 
fraternities , sororities & 
groups . Any campus 
organization can raise up to 
$1000 by earning a 
whopping $5 .00/VISA 
application. Ca111-800-932-
0528 ext. 65. Qualified 
caller receive FR E T-
SI-URT. 
Summer and full-time 
posttJons at beautiful 
lakefront yachting club. 
Seeks friendly team players. 
Will train qualified 
candidates as: servers, 
bussers, host I hostesses, 
bartenders, dock attendants 
I ground keepers, I ifeguards, 
receptionists/ computer, line 
chefs. Incentive programs I 
flexible hours/excellent pay. 
Interview now for best 
positions Wednesday 
through Sunday. 200 Yacht 
and ask for Kathy or Mark. 
The Hattie Larlham 
Foundation provides 
community home care to 
children and young adults 
with mental retardation/ 
developmental disabililies 
throughout NE Ohio. An 
opportunity is now available 
in the Beachwood 11rea. ~ 
10-year-old boywithcerebral 
pa lsy needs a male 
companion to accompany 
him to summer camp. Hours 
are Monday-Friday, 8:30 
a.m . - 4:30 p.m. For 
information, call Ms. 
Alloway, 1-800-551-2658. 
SII lEKS NEEilED 
Part-time experienced 
babysitter wanted for infant. 
University Heights, right 
down the street from JCU. 
Call Jodi at 381-4994. 
Part-time babysitter needed 
15 to 20 hours (3 days) per 
week for 3 month old baby. 
an hour, in orne in 
University Heights, flexible 
hours, will work around class 
schedule. Call Jennifer at 
397-0668 or 999-2110. 
Nannies needed now. Full-
time and part-time positions 
available. Work around your 
school schedule. Need: own 
transportation, 2 1/2 plus 
years experience working 
with children, great 
references. Call Always 
Tender Care, Inc. 440-543-
0336. 
5 bedroom duplex on Cedar 
Road between Cottage Grove 
and Lee Garages available. 
Rent $1000 per month. For 
Now Hiring: 
'ndmical Writing Assistant 
The Parker Hannifin Corporation Is seeking a 
Technical Publications Assistant to write procedures 
for internal customers, perform administrative duties, 
and handle other writing and desktop publishing 
projects as needed. Approximately 25 percent of the 
job involves travel. 
This entry-level position is a great opportunity for ne.w 
college graduates to learn about technical communica-
tion while applying the writing skills obtained through 
undergraduate study. You must have a bachelor's 
degree in English, Communications, or related discipline. 
You must also have solid written and ve.rbal communica-
tion skills, desktop publishing and proofreading skills, 
and the ability to quickly learn new technologies. 
Newswriting experience is helpful. 
To apply, send a cover letter and resume to: 
Kristine Henige 
Sr. Technical Publications Analyst 
Parker Hannifm Corporation 
6035 Parkland Blvd. 
Mayfield Heights, OH 44124-4141 
FOR RENT 
Large 3 bedroom apartment 
suite near JCU. One and a 
half baths. Spacious kitchen 
with all appliances. Central 
air. Looking for quiet and 
responsible tenants. $875 I 
month. 932-6178. 
One and two bedroom 
apartments for rent. Building 
located 2 miles north of JCU 
at1414SouthBelvoir. $480-
630 I month. Includes: 
appliances, carpet, blinds, 
water, garage. Can be 
partially furnished. No pets, 
no smoking. Seniors, grads, 
faculty only. Call291-8458. 
MISCELLANEOUS 
Seized cars from $175. 
Porsches, Cadillacs, Chevys, 
BMW's, Corvettes. Also 
Jeeps, 4WD's, your area. Toll 
free 1-800-218-9000 Ext. A-
15365 for current listings. 
M: spell it in pretzels ... I'll 
miss you! -J. 
Vanilla Ice Ice Baby- thanks 
for the breakdance - we'll 
catch your act again soon! 
Gravel and slim have a super 
time in Florida. 
K-dog, I miss you. - Love, 
K-Cola. 
DaySemn ~ Kitchen Slafl l 
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ACil.OSS 
I Aock 
members 
6•'1Cnif!" 
9 Balloon 
need 
120nemore 
time 
13 Flightless 
bird 
14 Compass 
poinl sulnx 
IS French 
under-
ground 
16 Where to 
see an 
idol? 
18 Eye 
20 Outcry 
of the 
avaricious 
21 Long 
March 
leader 
23Cbum 
24 Asparagus 
serving 
25 Circle 
sections 
27 1l1e founh 
brother 
29A famous 
Red head 
31 Proved 
deleterious 
35 Boredom 
37 Urbanite's 
call 
38 Friars Club 
event 
41 Potential 
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43rrJng 
44Formcrly 
45 She's just 
come out 
ofbcr 
shell 
47 He may 
be on the 
horns of a 
dilemma 
49 Earth lOne 
52 Sna.clced 
53 Heig)lt 
for Heidi 
54 "Finished 
at last!" 
SS Apiece 
56 Absolutely 
57 Dissemi-
nated 
DOWN 
I Felonious 
flight 
2Census 
statistic 
3 Griffith 
role 
4 Ballpoint 
pen 
5 Pry 
6Pislillate 
7 Part of a 
Latin 1 trio 
8 Neverthe-
less 
9 Bottled 
spirit 
10 Where 
the action 
is 
It Vulainous 
look 
17 Conse-
quence 
19 "On lhe 
Water-
front" 
director 
2t Chap 
22 Jackie's 
second 
24 Fat farm 
26Nap 
28 Centrifuge 
insert 
30 Stick with 
a kick 
32 Biblical 
publican 
33 English 
river 
34 Caco-
phony 
36 Comman-
deers 
38 Alter the 
chart 
39Spmit 
from the 
soapbox 
40Michael· 
mas 
daisy 
42 Schemes 
45Gon-
dolier's 
need 
46 She loved 
Narcissus 
48 Hudson 
co-Star 
50 Prior to 
51 Aushcd 
